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Residents of Oldfield Road
I in the vicinity of Butler’s |
^ gracl pit are being shaken by ||
i blasts and explosions, having p 
1 windows broken, falling ^
P plaster and one man told p 
i Central Saanich council || 
^ Monday night that the hearth H 
§ was separating from his ^ 
U fireplace as a result of the || 
P earth shattering blasts. |i
p A delegation of residents § 
P presented a letter and petition ^ 
p to council listing complaints || 
^ with blasting, a gravel sorting ||
I machine “which seems to be ^ on a 24-hour operation,” ^ ^ and motorcyclists who use || 
^ the gravel pit as a recreation §
P centre — “the noise echoes ii
^ over the whole area.” il
^ Municipal clerk Fred ^
Durrand told petitioners that ^
II over the years they have had ||
^ nothing but the utmost co- ^
^ operation from Butler’s and ||
^ matters would be resolved p 
^ through conversations with 
^ the pit manager and closer ^
^ monitoring of explosions, he ^ 
i said. ■ .1
I Gary Schall, 6611 Old- | 
^ field, spokesman for -the^^
^ group, told the meeting that ^
II some weeks or months go by §
^ with only small blasts and p 
^ then, there^is “one-heck'of a-p ' 
I blast.” I
^ “1 can see cracks opening II
up irt the kitchen and other i
ceilings and with these blasts ^ 
^ coming closer to our area § 
^ now than they’ve ever been || 
I there is even plaster falling || 
^ down from the eaves. 11
“The rock crusher and i| 
^ front-end loader makes a |i:V:*
|| terrific roaring noise,” he || 
1 said. 1
These enormous antlers should earn entry in Boone and Crockett record book for Sandy 




Durrand pointed out that 
becau.se of recent complaints 
he had already spoken with 
Butler’s management and 
been assured that the 
machinery would shut off at 
10 p.m.
But Schall responded: 
“It’s fine that it shuts off at 
10 p.m. — we think that’s 
fair — but only if it starts off 
at a half decent hour like 
seven or eight in the mor­
ning.”
Me added the inachincry 
often starts up at 4 a.m. or 5 
a.m, while motorcycles roar 
late into the night or early 
morning as well. Claude 
Butler Itas given permission 
to youngsters wiilt bikes to 
ride in the pit.
Acting-mayor Trevor 
.lones I old residents of 
Oldfield Road that council is 
“more than anxious to have 
the problem .solved” aiid 
suggested that staff in­
vestigate the complaints,
William ’ Quesnelle, 6.536 
Oldfield, said a side-effect of 
the blasting has been the lack 
of plieasani chicks to be seen 
in the area,
“There are hens but no 
chicks," lie said, adding his 
turkeys arc losing more than 
20 per cent of their eggs also
a fact he attributes to the 
blasting,




Sidney dry-walling contractor 
Sandy Sinclair gof more than he 
bargained for when he went 
moose hunting in northern 
British Columbia.
The moose he shot near a lake 
50 iniles west of Deas Lake will 
probably earn him a place in the 
Boone and Crockett Club record 
book.
Sinclair was hunting in nor­
thern B.C. for the first time, and 
without a guide. It is the third 
year in a row he has come home 
with ;i moo,sc but the other two 
were from the Kootenay and 
Alberta,
His three companions this 
year, all from Victoria, akso got 
moose, and two of them had 
antlers close to record book size.
The Records of the North 
American Big Game Committee 
which is published every few 
years, has several.pages of listings 
for moo.sc. The size, the number 
of points and the uniformity of 
antlers count towards the score, 
the size of the animal docs not,
For “Canadian” moo.sc the 
record score is 2.38. Anything 
over 195 is listed, Alaska-Yukon 
moose are larger. A trophy 
hunter who saw the inoosc up 
nortli scored it at 220, whicli
would have been 13th in the 
alltimc records, but Sinclair now 
measures it at 218, and the of­
ficial incasurement won’t be 
taken until 60 days after the kill.
If the animal is one of the top 
three recorded for the year 
Sinclair expects to be invited to a 
banquet in the U.S. where he will 
receive a medallion. He considers 
himself a meat hunter, however,' 
getting his moo.sc and deer each 
fall instead of going to the 
butcher shoj-).
His wife and three children all 
like wild meat, and he won’t be 
passing up any shots in future 






Sidney and Ibentw'ood 
lilnaries are still closetl aiul it's 
likely they’ll stiiy that way for 
some time, despite Vatictniver 
Island Regional Library board 
meetings last w'eek with tlie 
Canadian Union of Public 
l■mployees, local 401, 
leineseiuing 1.32 clerical workers, 
attd the I3,C. Governtnenl 
I'lnployees Union, acting for the 
Island IH librarians.
Both BCGliU repicsenttuive
Doug 11 cushy anil CU Pli 
spokesman Mike Dumler said the 
meetings were a failure, 
llensby said Monday the em­
ployers“still don't seem to have 
iinything prepared or to want 
discussion." ; ,
At the Oct, I meeting with the 
'VlRL board llensby saiti the 
union emiihasized some of its 
own proposals -- union 
recognition and rights, tmion 
security, dismissal, suspension 
and discipline.
And the Iroard’s resiionse irked 
him, he said. “We just can’t 
agree with them on matters like 
dismissal and suspension."
llensby saiti the board’s wage 
(ilTei of 1.5 and 12 percent over 
two years still st a nils for 
lilirmians but the board has imide 
clear t here will he “no 
letroaetiviiy because libiarians 
went on strike.” I f a w'age offer is 
accepted, the boaid says it Would 
only stall from the lime




By PEGGIE ROWAND 
There are now two contestants 
for the mayoralty seat in North 
Saanich — Aid. Jay Rangel said 
Tuesday he’d made the decision 
to run for mayor. Former mayor 
George Westwood has already 
declared his intention to run 
again for office.
Rangel said it was a “tough 
decision.” but many people — a 
very wide spectrum of people, he 
added— had asked him to run.
Radio station CKDA/CFMS 
v/ent on the air recently rooting 
for Rangel as next mayor of 
North Saanich.
The alderman is base supply 
officer at CFB Esquimau and has 
lived in North Saanich for years.
“1 have to face the fact that 
next summer I may be moved — 
and 1 may have to make a choice 
then,” he said.
Rangel said there were “some 
very important issues in North 
Saanich and we neeci to make our 
decisions based on principal and 
logical rationale, f:
and 1 want to look to the 
future, not dwell on the past,Tie 
/■added.;-' f '
North Saanich Mayor Eric 
Sherwobd announced last week 
he fwould not be seeking re- 
election — either as mayor dr 
alderman. Sherwood — who’s 
chalked up.six years as alderman 
and two as mayor — said he 
wanted to get back into com­
munity work.
“1 feel I want a break — and 
I’d like to get more involved with 
Sanscha Hall, and organizations 
like Silver Threads and the 
recreation department."
Being mayor precludes such 
activities to some extent, he said.
In other election news, Sidney 
Aid, Eleanor Sowerby says she’ll 
run again this November but 
Saanich school board trustee Roy 
Hyndman says he will not be 
running.
An almost-sure candidate for 
school board -— former Parkland 
principal Joe Lott -- could not be 
contacted but it’s confirmed Lott 
has taken out papers.
Jay Rangel 







North Saanich Council 
rejected the proposed 
development of the Aylard 
property at fi special meeting 
T uesti ay ft ft erivoon, l^y a 5-1 vat c.
After weeks of presentations 
and discussions, when council 
finally nicM to make a decision it 
turned out liiat Aid, Harold 
Parrott was tiie only supporter of 
the 61-home development on 80 
acres south of Wtiin Rotid.
Policing could, gOst; North 
Saanich over $300,000Wyeaf plus 
more than half h million dollars 
for a building if the new census 
shows the municipal population 
to be more than 5,000, council 
learned 3ept. 27 at a meeting with 
RCMP representatives. ” ” '
And municipal officials are in ’ 
no doubt the count will be over 
5,000, perhaps even 6,000. The 
new charges may be phased in, ' 
however.
The municipality is now 
policed by the RGMP from 
Sidney detachment on the same 
basis as if it was unorganized 
territory, with the provincial 
government paying the local 
share of the cost.
.With a population above the 
5,000 figure North Saanich will 
have to pay for a seven-mdn 
municipal force and two highway 
patrolmen, at a cost that won’t 
exceed $35,000 per man in 1982, 
plus two municipal employees a.s 
support staff. The police cost is 
expected to be phased in, with the 
province paying all of it next 
year, two thirds in 1983 and one 
lliird in 1984.
North Saanich will also be 
responsible for a police building 
-■ the present one in Sidney being 
already too small, Cost of a new 
building for a joint operation was - 
estimated at $1.3 million.
Should council choose to have 
a detachment based in their own 
municipality cost for a building 
was estimated at abotit $7,50,000.
The RCMP representatives 
expressed a preference for a 
single new building.
Council has already ruled out 
the option of setting up its own 





in a later interview tlic 
problem of bla.sting in tire 
soutiicast corner of the pit 
results from especially hard 
ground wliicli is being mined 
at present.
Some ol the linal gravel in 
that corner is being mined 
now and is only expected to 
iu.st it few moiillKS, he .said.
Arson 'message for someone
Whoever set six separate fires 
in Sidiuw’s human resourees 
offices ciirly l•riday morning 
“maybe wanted to give someone 
a message," says Sidney RCMP 
Siiifl' Sgt, Kell Walsoii.
I’he fires, wliich were still 
mostly smouldering when an 
office worker arrb.'cd for wor!: at 
8 a.m., caused between $3,000 
and $5,000 wortli of damage.
Annouiiccincnt of new wcKaie
cutbacks is likely the motive for 
the Mliaek on ilie offioe, Wiiison 
says.
I•ntry was gained by smashing 
glass in I lie front door. 
I'iiclighlcis hail 10 tear open 
three walls to he sure fire had not 
pencilaied tliem. Mist on ilie 
scene '.vac I’CMl’ ("on'-l. Goicn 
Gordon, who used an ex- 
lingnisltcr on smouldering fires,
I lieiewas a lot ol cumluistible
material in ilie set fires and if tlie 
arsonisis “really w'anied to, jl 
(ilie office) could have gone up," 
Wat sou says.
It’s jcsiimated ilie files were set 
aiuiiii 7 a.m,
1 he arson attack has 
sirengiltciu'd fears tlie B.C. 
GovciI'aneai Emi'doycc:-, Union 
lias regarding possible danger to 
staff from people angry over 
weilarc eiiiliacks.
Tbcrc arc no plans to witlidravv 
services I'ollowing tlie fire but the 
BC'GI'U said last week it was 
prepared to slun down welfare 
olfiei's in tlie province to protect 
dci ical and social workers.
Union regional vice-president 
Jolm Shields saysthefc liavc been 
iiiv.idciil,s wheie wuikeis have 
been ihreaicncd and one physical 
disturbance. Tilings were thrown 
around an office, he says.
And on iTiday, social workers 
camped out on tlic .sidewalk while 
a large window was repaired and 
fire inve.siigaiors scarclied inside 
forclue.s.
Some files were dc.stroyed in 
the fire, tlicrc was extensive 
damage to one office and a new 
vvali-io-wall eai iici i uiiied,
John Nobel, deputy human 
resources minister says the Sidney 
Conlintied on Page 2
I'-
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YOUR PROFESSIONAL 
BARBER & HAIRSTYLIST
EXPERIENCED IN CONVENTIONAL 
AND MDDERN HAIRSTYLING 
PERMS (BODY WAVES), COLOURING 
AT THE NEW
MARINA COURT on 2ntl Street I 
TUES.-SAT. 8:30-5:30 6 56-44 43 '
The Central 
Saanich council has 
designated Oct. 30 
and 31 and Nov. 6 and 
7'as poppy tag day for 
the municipality.
Library meetings a failure
Si^HEY MEkl mmMJ
9786 - 2nd Street 656-7535
All Our Meat is Matured, Aged, Grain Fed and Guaranteed Grade “A”
FilESH BABBITS lb.
English Stjfle 
BANGERS .... . . . . . . .
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librarians went back to work, 
Hensby said.
“That tells me they’re (VIRL) 
not interested in negotiation.”
The Oct. 1 meeting was the 
fifth between the VIRL and the 
BCGEU and “we’re still 
nowhere,” Hensby added.
But for the firsy ime the board 
has recognized the union as a 
bargaining agent, he said.
“It’s going to be a long 
session, 1 can’t see a quick set­
tlement,” he said.
CURE spokesman Dumler said 
Monday the Sept. 30 meeting 
with VIRL was “terrible.” He 
said that although mediator Fred 
Long had asked for a blackout on 
press releases during 
negotiations, an Oct. 2 article in 
the nanaimo Free Press quoted 
VIRL director Fred White as 
saying negotiations were at a 
“deadend.”
He said White also t.old the
Free Press, “We don’t know how 
to get back to the table now, it 
doesn’t look as if they have any 
.serious intention to negotiate.”
Dumler said pickets had been 
lifted as a sign of good faith — 
although CURE workers have 
been respecting BCGEU pickets 
— with the hope that meaningful 
negotiations would take place.
He said the union has asked 
mediator Long not to book out 
until Oct. 9 “but based on \vhat 
has happened we feel the em­
ployer has riot put us in a position 
to go back to our members for a 
.settlement.”
Because of a request by the 
mediator for a news blackout 
Dumler said he couldn’t give 
details of the board’s offer, 
however, he described it as a 
“retroactive step, a backward 
movement in terms of 
negotiation.”
White says CURE has until 
Oct. 9 to respond to the offer
made by VIRL, Dumler said, but 
“the union responded at the 
Sept. 30 meeting and made that 
clear.” ^
Dumler said it was now up to 
the mediator to set a date for 
another meeting. White could not 
be contacted for comment
Monday.
Local Sidney library CURE 
worker Jean Barker suggested 
Monday that “people contact
their library board members and 
ask them to negotiate 
meaningfully to get their libraries 
open.”
The message
C^onlinued 'from Page 1
office sent letters lo single 
parents calling them in for in­
terviews to review their cir­
cumstances. He says the 
department has not yet .sent out 
letters e.xplaining the new policies 
but will probably be sending 
them out this week. Letters 
received by clients in the Sidney 
area had apparently been
mistaken for the expected policy 
letters.
Regional human resources 
manager Ivan Carlson said
Friday the office wbuld likely be 
open for business Monday. There
had been no previous threats at 
the office, he said, and explained 
police were interviewing workers 
and looking for leads.
FOR
GOOD GARDENING 
ADVICE LISTEN TO HARRY HURN 
ON CFAX RADIO 1070
We are located'at 7 ^
712a W; Saanich Road





11 a.,m. - 2 p.m.
Choice of Soup or Salad, 





council Monday gave 
the Capital City Turf 
Club permission to 
put in a temporary 
two-inch water line to 
Sandown Park 
grandstand to solve 
water shortage 
problems for the 
thoroughbred racing 




since last year have 
resulted in greater use 
of water and there
were occasions during 
the harness-racing 
season when upstairs 





porary line be ap­
proved only if a 
$100,000 bond was 
posted to put in an 
eight-inch line along 
the frontage of the 
property within six 
months, but Clerk 
Ted Fairs advised 
council had no
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CHINESE FOOD -
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fRI Sdl. r 1’ ,1111. 
SIINOAV V' fl'itin, 
Dnliviiiy vvilli minimum oriloi. 
2A93 Beacon Avo. 6S6'3944
SIDNEY 
FISH & CHIPSOPEN DAILY 
Tuesday thru Saturday 
11:30 a,m. • 7:30 p.m.





i! f voiirFor quality 
moniis and 
P.O.Box 2608 
Sidnov, B.C, VHL ICt
656-0171
MARTEN HOLST
Arthur Block, President of Block Bros. Industries 
Ltd, and Bill Wonnacolt, Manager of the Sidney Of­
fice, wish to congratulate Marten Holst on his 
achievement as top sales person tor the month of 
September in the Sidney Office. Marten moved here 
earlier this year and brings with him 12 years of 
real estate experience. He is also a member of 
Block Bros, Master Diamondllub. For all of your 
Real Estate needs, call Marten Holst,
Office Block Bros. Home
656-5584 Realty Ltd. 652-5685
aulhoriiy to require 
this. He pointed out 
the turf club does not 
own the property.
The larger line 
would provide 
adequate water for 
firefighting.
Council also ap­
proved use : of the 
“turf club” premises 
at the top of the 
grandstand as a 
“dining lounge” on 
Sundays, and as a 
“lounge” on other 
days of the week, 
subjet to conformity 
with fire regulations. 
A dining lounge serves 
liquor only with food, 
in a lounge food is 
available but need not 
be purchased, and 
more Tire exists are 
' required. : :
Dealing, .with 
Ganora Road, water, 
pro b 1 em , oth e r 
aldermen expressed 
support for the 
po.sotion already 
taken by members of 
the public works 
committee that the 
municipality has a 
‘‘moral respon­
sibility’’ to help 
homeowners whose 
property is being 
saturated by water 
rising up through, the 
ground.
There' was no
support expressed for 
the Willis Cunliffe 
Tait proposal for 
$25,000 worth of 
ditching im­
provements to try to 
alleviate the problem. 
Discussion centred on 
finding some way to 
pump the wells that 
used to provide water 
to Sidney.
Aid. Jim Gumming 
expressed dissatisfac­
tion that Sidney 
waterworks property, 
which was not owned 
by the town and ser­
ved part of North 
Saanich as well, was 
given to Sidney by 
Capital Regional 
District. He said Sid­
ney got the valuable 
property while North 
Saanich had to deal 
with the problem cau­
sed when pumping of 
the wells was discon- 
. tinued.
Aid. Jay Rangel 
said the CRD also has 
a moral reponsibility 
and “I’m not im­
pressed with the 
Pontias Pilot attitude 
of the water com­
mission.”
No action was 
taken, pending in­
formal discussions 
with Sidney and 
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2:i5n WFACON AVF.
Where to tflke yciur ylaltorajC/
rVIUTMOUK (JOLF COlIRSK, 930 Ardmore »r. Mini 
West SuunU'h Kotid, Sidney 
A civ/y, 9-lioler, ideal for families, beinUiful scenery, 
clubs and cart rentals, iiicnic and barbecue facilities, 
swimmiiui beach ncaiTjy. Plioiic 656-4621,
HUENTWOOI) INN, 7172 Breniwood Drive, 
Brentwood. 652-2413.
SIDNEY TUAVi;i.OD(5E, 22«e Bencoii Avc., 
Sidney. 656-1176-
In The C'ahiirei every Friday and Saturday night, 
9;(X) p.m. to 2:00 a.m., Rock & Roll & Country 
' Music. ' :
Livii imtcrtuimueut in the Puli, Wednesday and 
Tbtirsdiiy nights. I
THE MARINERS’ MDSELIM ™ A must to sec 
when in Sidney an Outstanding Maritime nnd 
N.irniwal CLTlkcliuii ~ IucuiclI in.Ai lu the Clippia 
Inn, 2554 Ikvun. IMionc 656-6633.
Hours! Daily 10 a,m. to 4 p.m. Sundays 1 to 4 p.m. 
lused l imsUay and Wcdiicsiday.
Last Call
Victoria & Area 
Including Saanich Peninsula 
Neighbourhood Directory
White IPtages now closing.
This is it. The Whiti,* Pastes, that’s the alphabetical section of 
your new directory, is now closing,
The Yellow Pages has already liosed.
Now’s your last chance to clieck or cliange your listings.
Remember names and addresses can change in a year and so 
should the listings.
Want to list other family mernhers? Now's the time.
Of course businesses you represent as well as natnes and 
positions of key employees can also be added now.
lint hurry, tliarges apply lor chaiige.s and extra listings.
Call your B.C. Tel lJusiness oftlce and beat the deadline.
The White Pages. Mtike sure we've got it right.
ac. m &
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Petition re-opens sewer plan Company offers 
property swap
Winner of
The Lion's Club 400
By JOHN GREEN
A petition asking that North Saanch 
council consider establishing a sewer district 
covering the area from the Experimental 
Farm to Sidney and from East Saanich Road 
to the ocean was presented to council 
Monday, and referred to the utilities com­
mittee for investigation and report.
Len Siver, 9270 Lochside Drive, presented 
the petition, bearing 144 names. He said he 
had personally made contact with people 
from 151 out of 177 homes and businesses in 
the area, of whom 87 per cent had signed, 
3.5 per cent were opposed, and 9.5 per cent 
did not want to sign.
“We would like to know how much it 
would cost us to have sewer and how much 
in provincial and federal grants are available 
for sewer improvement, so that a choice 
based on actual fact can be made,” Siver’s 
letter to council stated.
The letter said that “basically the petition 




Both Sidney and North Saanich councils 
; Monday night approved a motion that the 
: architect for the proposed neW' library on 
Resthaven negotiate a contract with J.L. 
Dunlop for construction of the building.
Sidney held a joint meeting with North 
Saanich council prior to its decision. Both 
V municipalities will share costs of the joint 
library facilities.
Initially the councils rejected all seven bids 
received and that “put us back to square 
one,” says Sidney town administrator Geoff 
Logan.
The next recommendation ^ that in view 
of the fact that J.L. Dunlop was not only the 
lowest bidder (his tender was for $501,400), 
the only bidder within the original cost 
estimate and also the only local contractor 
bidding — was for a contract with J.L. 
Dunlop to be negotiated on local terms.
The company selected to do the job is non­
union and its tender $156,914 lower than the 
highest bid. ,
In other council news; ' ■ > ^ -i , .
iVVpproyalyin principaLwas granted to Van 
j Isle Marina ,for expansion which includes a 
• breakwater and .floats. The approval is 
. subject to the preparation, of detailed plans 
, and the ability to demonstrate to the 
satisfaction of council ' that all concerns 
pertinent to environment navigation and 
public acceptability as raised in a recent 
ministry of environment “environmental 
problem analysis” study will be overcome.
Next year, council has decided, the sewage 
frontage tax will be replaced by a parcel tax, 
but the method of converting from one to 
the other has them partially stumped.
One alternative, committee of the whole 
agreed Monday night, was to make strata 
title properties pay around 50 per cent of 
what other people pay.
For example, the owner of a .standard lot, 
100-foot frontage, currently pays $75 a year, 
but if that .same parcel of land had a strata 
title building on it with 10 units that $75 
would be divided between 10 apartment 
owners. '
Mayor Norma Scaley said the current 
method is unfair and discriminatory 
especially since Sidney gets into moreeul-de- 
sacs and random pattern sterets.
Intent of tlie move to conversion from 
frontage to parcel tax is equalize the charge, 
she said.
Council and staff will be considering 
Monday night's suggestion alternative lo the 
current situation, Logan said Tuesday.
NOTICE
MOUNT NEWTON 






SERVICE TO OUR 
MANY SATISFIED 
PATRONS. WE ARE 
OPEN DAILY UNTIL 8 
PM (WEEKDAYS), 
OUR PREMISES ARE 
LOCATED AT 7855 
E, SAANICH RD., IN 
THE SAANICHTON 
PLAZA. DROP IN, OR 
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us,” but the petition itself was not worded 
that way, asking only that the council 
“consider” establishing a sewer district.”
. A Capital Regional District study released 
last March estimated $6.5 million for a sewer 
system and a new treatment plant for the 
entire south end of the municipality, in­
cluding treating sewage from the airport and 
the Institute of Ocean Sciences that now goes 
through the Sidney plant.
Council favored this alternative over 
another that would have expanded the 
present Bazan Bay treatment plant to take 
sewage from the south end of the 
municipality at a cost of $5.1 million. The
Bazan Bay plant was built as part of the 
Dean Park Estates development and 
operates on a temorary permit, although 
there is nothing temporary about the plant 
itself.
Council decided not to do anything at that 
time, but the petition re-opens the subject.
A cloud on the horizon is a letter recently 
received from the provincial ministry of 
municipalities warning that 75 per cent 
provincial assistance with water and sewer 
projects can no longer be taken for granted, 
. but w'ill be available only for those projects 
provincial authorities consider to be 
es.sential.
Central Saanich 
council has referred to 
committee a request 
from Butler Brothers 
Supplies Ltd. to 
exchange Bryn Road 
for property directly 
lo the south.
In a letter to council 
read Monday night 
Butler’s general 
manager Alan 
Wright, said; “We 
have completed a 
preliminary engine­
ering study which 
would relocate a new 
Bryn Road to the 
south of our proper­
ties running from 
Oldfield Road on the 
cast to join the exist­
ing Bryn Road on the 
west in the area bet­
ween Sean Heights 
and Verling.”
The matter was 
referred lo public 
works committee for 
study.






















TEA BAGS 120-s .................................





BATHBOO^ TISSUE white. 4 roiis
" NABOB7.,,
COFFEE 1 lb. . . .
KRAFT PROCESS i
CHEESE SLICES Singles. 1 kg . . . . . .^
^ALCAN'.-i'-..




EVIAilGARINE 2 lb. bowl.................
DARE
COOKIES Champion, Rio, Panda. 14.1 oz.
LIHLE DIPPER
IMSTANT CHOCOLATE 2 ib............ .......... ........ ^ 1«f Sf
GREEN GIANT




GREEN PEAS choice. 2 ib. ...............
COOL WHIP
WHIPPED TOPPING 1 Litre . ..
YORK





















OLD SOUTH FROZEN CONCENTRATED
ORANGE JUICE izoz. . .
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WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
Prices Effective: Oct. WHILE QUANTimS LAST
letters
Letter of the Week
Can it really be true that so many members 
of the North Saanich council are thinking of 
quitting? Oh, say it isn’t so! Is it, at last, bye- 
bye to the Bobsey twins? Will we really not 
have Eric to kick around any more?
Well, 1 suppose councils come and go, and 
the only constant factor seems to be that 
those of us who have to fork out taxes every 
year are inevitably left with the tacky 
remnants of election promises; the uneven 
strip of rubble that was supposed to have 
, been a safe footpath for the kids to walk 
along Birch Road to school; the drainage 
ditch that channels rain-water uphill; the city 
water system high and dry on West Saanich 
Road.
Is it goodbye to all that? Will there be no 
more crocks of witty municipal repartee 
about toilets on pleasure craft; and the 
unsuitability of our local climate for Oriental 
immigrants? No more misuse of the council 
seal? No more table-thumbing rhetoric 
about Wain Road?
Ah well. It was all so colourful.
You know, 1 think that the truth of it all is 
that North Saanich, like New York and 
Liberia, is probably ungovernable. It’s 
simply too big lo be managed by one council. 
And in times of crisis such as these, ex­
perience counts for a lot.
So my request to Mayor Sherwood is this: 
Please, Eric, don’t leave us now! Hang in 
there! Keep your fingers crossed that the 
next lot you get to work with are a bit less 
geriatric, and you could have a very 
productive second term actually doing all the 





Having been away for three weeks, I only 
recently read in your Sept. 9 issue that I 
expressed “delight” at high mortgage rates. 
.Nothing could be further from the truth.
There had been some concern on North 
Saanich council that the great increase in our 
housing starts last year was beyond the 
parameters of the community plan and that 
some legislative measure could be considered 
to curb “excessive” growth. I pointed out to 
council that housing starts to the end of 
August this year were significantly down in 
comparison to the same time last year, the 
intention being to allay concerns regarding 
rapid growth.
It is my view that the present high interest 
fates are unsurious and that the affordable 
housing shortage could be offs^ to" a large 
degree by provincial government action such 
as rent controls and reyiew; encouragment of . 
denser infilling particularly in the downtown 
core r by increasing municipal incentive 
programs; freezing of dwelling demolition 
and condominium conversion and en­
couragement of restoradon of older housing 
stock; reactivation of the B.C. Housing 
Corporation to develop non-profit and 
cooperative housing as joint entures on 
provincial and municipal land holdings.
Taxes on liquor sales could be increased 
and the funds diverted to subsidize mortgage 
rates for the needy and those who are being 
driven from their homes. There are several 
measures that could be instituted by a caring 
and determined government.
Nowadays in a family, both married 
partners have to take jobs outside the home 
to support the present' terrible financial 
burden and, as a result, our basic unit, the 
family, is being destroyed. Perhaps there are 
some who can find “delight” in such an 
affront to the foundation of our country’s 




I have recently learned that the Hatch 
Point oil refinery is still a possibility.
This monstrous idea seemed so ridiculous,
1 thought no responsible government would 
possibly allow it to go through, but ap­
parently I was wrong, and further opposition 
must be expressed.
What a stupid place to contemplate
building an oil port! Over the years we have 
noticed how the smoke from Bamberton lies 
along the side of the Malahat, blown 
towards the head of Saanich Inlet and unable 
to escape, in certain weather conditins, by 
the steep hillsides on both sides. How much 
worse when the pollution is oil fumes and 
smell is added to visual pollution.
At the head of the inlet is Coldstream, a 
famous salmon spawning river. What 
happens when there is an inevitable oil spill? 
not to mention the day to day emissions 
from the increased ship traffic?
Tankers will have to get to Hatch Point, 
wending a tortous way through narrow 
waters, clogged, in summer by innumerable 
pleasure craft, ferries, log booms and fishing 
boats, most reluctant to get out of anybody’s 
way, as is seen in Active Pass.
Road traffic on the Malahat will be greatly 
increased.
Surely there must be a better site for an oil 
port? and more likely than not, a refinery. 
Why not Nanaimo? Isn’t there an area all 
ready there for them?
The provincial government should turn 
down this terrible plan, or risk losing the 
environmentally interested vote in the next 
election, or is the lure of oil dollars too 
tempting?
We have a lot of newcomers to the Saanich 
Peninsula who have bought expensive 
waterfront property, 1 do not think they will 
appreciate oil on their beaches.
Hilary Swinburne [Mrs.] 
2175 Curties Road
Public meeting
We are trying, as concerned citizens, to 
convey accurate information to the public.
We do not oppose French second language 
instruction. We do oppose the im­
plementation and continuation of the French 
immersion program.
We are opposed to the way in which this 
program has been implemented, by our 
trustees, into the regular school system. Here 
we have a program which has operated 
throughout one school year and one month 
into the next, seemingly without any in­
dication of formal planning for the future — 
surely this must cause some concern — even 
to the Parents for French.
We have fears — very valid fears, to us — 
that the quality of our children’s education 
will be affected.
Our aim, at this time, is to make the public 
aware of the fact that we firmly believe that 
the school board, by implementing and 
continuing the French immersion program in 
School District 63, is not using our money in 
the rnost effective way to maintain and 
improve the education for all childrem ,
In this endeavor, we are holding a public 
meeting-question and answer — at 8 -p.m. 
tonight, Wednesday, Oct. 7 in Mount 
Newton SchoollunchroomL^^
V''B.E.F.F.
Jill Wake, Marilyn Loveless,
Betty Colley, Walter Tangye, 
Sharon Jakubowski
Freedom of choice
The option of having a French immersion 
program in School District 63 is only one of 
many alternatives in a broad spectrum of 
educational opportunities afforded our 
children. It provides a choice of learning a 
second language while not jeopardizing 
other established programs.
Elected and appointed officials on 
numerous occasions have more than
adequately answered concerns raised. 
“Freedom of Choice” is the critical principal 
at stake in this issue.
The community and our children will be 
the scapegoats should this democratic right 
be lost; not only in this specific alternative 
program, but in any succeeding educational 
programs be they in sports, science, art or 
music.
We cannot let heated emotion and our 
limited perceptions cloud this vital issue. 
Rather, we must protect each others rights to 
choose and be supportive and understanding 
of individual differences.
Two years ago our school board 
responsibly chose to establish a French 
immersion program which gives each child 
the option of learning French if so desired.
This freedom of choice is our right and 
our respnsibility to maintain. Let us not 
destroy the system that allows us such 
freedom.
J.L. Stevenson 
8177 Thomson Place, 
Saanichton
Same goal
The success and popularity of the French 
immersion program in School District 63 can 
be easily monitored by an examination of the 
number of families who are taking ad­
vantage of this educational opportunity and 
the very low numbers who have left the 
program for reasons of discontent.
Certainly, those of us who have chosen 
French immersion program as an 
educational pathway for our children in no 
way want to arouse the wrath of those 
parents who have chosen the conventional 
program. We all have the same goal — a 
good education for our children. Can we not 
work together?
At the Keating Home and School meeting* 
last week principal Dave Christian stressed 
that his French, English and TMH teachers 
are “one staff” teaching “one student 
body”. The atmosphere was very positive.
Changes in the number of school age 
children within each area served by our local 
elementary schools are very hard to monitor 
in advance. Problems can and do arise. 
Frehch immersion alone is not the culprit 
causing the space problems.
Within our school district we have ex­
cellent school trustees, principals and school, 
staffs. I’m sure they are working continually 
to alleviate problems and to ensure the best 
conditions for our children. .
Unfortunately not all children live close 
enugh to a school to be able to walk. School 
busing and parental car pools are a necessity 
in such a. large district as we have. Parents of 
French immersion children feel so strongly 
about the educational benefits of the 
program that they are willing to drive them 
to the closest school providing that facility.
To date there has been no transportation 
reimbursement but potentially one will be 
available from federal funds —^ not our local 
school district funds.
The “elitist” criticism of French im­
mersion is unfair. It does not cost more than 
the English program. Any student can attend 
and the standards of education for each year 
are the same as they are for English learning. 
The only difference is that the language 
spoken in French.
/\s a product of the convential means of 
French instruction through nine years of 
education, I know that I cannot speak 
French fluently. Considering that this is a 
bilingual country 1 would like my children to 
be able to do so.
Continued on Page 5
iooking back
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60 YEARS AGO
From (he Sept. 29,1921, issue of The Review
The Seventh Day Adventists arc opening 
up Rc.sthuvc'n as an up-to-date sanitarium in 
connection with their world-wide system of 
similar institutions. The entire building will 
be renovated inside and out.
A fully up-to-date X-ray department will 
be in.sialled, together witli a hydrotherapy 
department where water treatments will be 
given and. an cleelrieal department where 
cleeirieal treatments will be given. >
The meeting advertised to take place this 
evening in the Wesley Hall is called by 
several who are intercsicd to bring about the 
defeat of the Mcighen government.
50 YEARS AGO
From (he Oti. 1, 1931, issue of The Review
Many of the old timers of the district who 
remember the enjoyable times spent at 
Sidney Social Club meetings will he pleased 
to know that plans arc underway to 
reorganize this club.
40 YEARS AGO
From (he Oc(. 1,1841, iastie of The Review
Marlin Ncilson, a resident of the Keating 
district, filed nomination papers as CCF
candiaie in the Provincial Election.
* * *
At the weekly meeting of the ARP Mayor 
A. A. Ransom gave a lecture on general ARP 
worl; and dealt particularly with combatting 
gas attacks, fire fighting, demolition work 
and gave practical demonstrations of the use 
of explosives and fire bombs and methods of 
dealing with same.
THE TIDE GUIDE
Brought to you through the courtesy of
.hsh whiiU msnm
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656-7286 16431 Resthaven
(corner Harbour Rd. & Resthaven)
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Depend on Sands 
Undertaking Society 
membership fee 
applicable toward our 
SERVICE ,







2151 Lannon Way 
Sunday
:45 a.m. Teaching
1': 00 a.m. Family 
V\/orship 
Wed./Thurs 
;30p.m. Home Study 
Groups
Pastor Me! Hoskyn 
652-9572
Your Cholte This Weekend
co' FRIENDSHIP 
BAPTIST CHURCH
10:30 a.m. Family Service
Missionaries David & Marjorie Parker
Pastor Ernie Kralofil 
Phone 477-8478









7:30 p.m. Wednesday 
Prayer
ALL ARE WELCOME

























8:00 amT ' " " Eucharist
9:30a.m.
11:00 a.m.,










Fruui (liG Oct. 3,1951, Issue of The Review
Ccutrul Saanich council voted no con­
fidence in Reeve Sydney Pickles, because he 
had kept a new $6,000 truck out of use in 
defiance of instructions from council. The 
reeve then ordered the no confidence motion
lield in abeyance.
* * *
Municipal Affairs Minister R,C, Mac­
donald urged a meeting of Sidney
businessmeiv to set up a committee “to
investigate all angles of village incorporation 
for Sidney.”
2I)yi:arsago
From (he Oct. 4, 1961, Issue of The Review
First sod was turned for a new 16-snile 
apartmom block on 3rd Street at Admirals.
* * w .
A $219,832 com rat was let for re-routing 
of slightly less than three miles of the Pat 
Bay Highway at Sidney, with completion 
.scheduled for February.
10 YEARS AGO
From the Oct. 6,1971, Issue of The Review
Mayors ,lim Camming, North Saanich; 
Archie Galbraith, Central Saanich, and Stan 
LTear, Sidney, bought the first three mem­
berships in the newly-formed Saanich 
Ponisnla Hospital Society.
I * * * , '■
North Saanich council gave approval in 
principle for a 40()-homc subdivision on the 
Kingswood properly between Union Bnv 
Reserve and Wains Cross Road,












8:30 a.m. Communion 
9:30 a.m. Sunday 
School & Family 
' Eucharist at 
Saanichton Elementary 
School, Mt. Newton X 
Rd.
Rov. Ivan Futtor 
652-2812 
Ollico 652-4311 
9 to 12 noon 
Monday to Friday
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 


















lull Sunday School 
program for chlldron) 
6:00 p.m. Evonino
Fellowship
Pastor N.D. Harrison 
I 656-5012 or 656-7359
The Church By The Lake 
Elk Lake
Community Baptist 
5363 Pat Bay Hwy. 
Sunday
9:30 a.m.^ Family
. '.Church School 
10:30 a,rn. Thanksgiving 
‘ ' Day Service
7:30 p.m. Dr. Ben 
Gullison 
’ _ Founder: Operation 
Eyesight.








11:00 a.m. Family 
Worship
“Everyone Welcome"
Dennis J. Paap, Pastor 















A.L. Isaac 652-2138 




5550 Hamsterly Rd. 
Sunday Services 
10 a.m, 11 a.m, and 
7 p.m.
Wed. Prayer Meeting 
7 p.m.






















P.istor Tom G.irdner 
Offit e: t.5(i.:i544 ' 
Home: 652-4,521
10:00 a.m. Choral 
Eucharist, 
Church School
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mmmmMmmmmm more letters
Continued from Page 4
The immersion program offers this op­
portunity along with the basic three R’s so to 





Norma Sealey,Mrs.Open letter to 
Chairman, CRD.
On 30 Sept, after the special meeting of 
the Capital Regional District board of 
directors that was to order the auditors to 
examine director Yvette Valcourt’s expense 
account, 1 asked you whether you were 
aware of director Jim Campbell’s charging 
per-diem rates (of $30) for each day he at­
tends a meeting. Your answer was, no.
1 also asked whether you w-erc aware of the 
CRD regulation of March, 1980, adopted at 
a regular board meeting, that allows a 
director per-dicm claims for CRD work only 
when outside the district. Your answer, 
again, was no.
When 1 reminded you that the press had 
reported a statement of Valcourt’s men­
tioning those per-diem claims of Campbell, 
you said yes, you had read that, but you 
“don’t heed accusations that come in from 
the street.’’
First off, Mrs. Sealey, the “accusation’’ 
by Valcourt: 1 will not have you turn my 
word' — “statement” — around in my 
mouth and make it an “accusation.” It 
wasn’t, you see. Valcourt at that time had 
not known of the regulation that allows the 
per-diem claims only for business outside the 
district; she believed them to be rightful, and 
she wondered why she, an island 
representative like Campbell, had not been 
advised of her right to charge them like him.
I repeat: Valcourt’s mentioning them was 
not an accusation, but a simple statement.
Secondly, your refusal to acknowledge a 
statement “coming in from the street.” May 
I remind you, Mrs. Sealey, that it is the men 
and women in the street who elect you 
directors to have you serve as the govern­
ment of the district. You are pur servants, 
and it is us, the people in the street, to whom 
you are responsible for your actions in 
office. And if anyone of us from the street 
claims yoiir attention on official business, 
then it is your obligation to listen.
Thirdly, it was not just somebody in 
“from the street” who had mentioned those 
iper-diem claims of CampbeH’s.Tt \vas a duly 
elected officer of the corporation and 
member of its government who had men­
tioned them, and it was the presswho 
reported her statement — the institution 
which according to tradition has the function 
in our society of reporting on significant 
events. That you quickly took action when a 
hired man reported an alleged irregularity 
and — unsurping the functions of the 
auditor, the regional board, and the courts 
— stopped payments of remuneration to 
Valcourt, and you even “suported” his 
illegal action, but that on the other hand you 
would not listen to a director or the press, 
that, Mrs. Sealey, reveals the full measure of 
your arrogance and bias.
When you are going to run for re-election, 
just don’t forget to tell the electors that 
voting will be their only chance to have a say, 
and that after election time they will be just 
those people in the street whom you will not 
heed.
Dr. Herman Kirclimcir 
R.R. 3, Wcibury Drive, Ganges
selection of the Wain Road option as set out 
in the Graeme and Murray paper entitled 
Hydraulic Study of Alternative Connections 
to Saanich Peninsula Trunk Main” dated 
October 1980 is the timely segment of a 
.clear, coherent, cost-effective water 
distribution plan for North Saanich and not 
a product of a squabbling, recession-prone 
council.
What is required of council is information 
as to the water distribution system, the 
shortcomings, and quite simply, plausible 
assurance that with the advent of the one 
million gallon reservoir on Cloake Hill in 
June of next year, the money is spent wisely 
to effectively relieve critical water shortages 
by gravity flows first, then, fine tune the 
system w'ith respect to other considerations.
We must bear in mind that the North 
Saanich fire fighting system has been 
designed on a tanker concept including 
salt/fresh water pumping which has served 
the community admirably over the years as 
rellected in low fire-loss statistics.
Since the Deep Cove part of the water 
system north of Mills Road is recognized by 
most as the strong part of the system, the 
following questions come to mind:
®How will the Wain Road option resolve 
the high elevation water shortages as 
reflected by the letter to the Times dated 
Aug. 31 by Mrs. Irma Thomson?
•What announcements are planned to 
relieve the four-inch pipeline bottlenecks in 
upper West Saanich road and in Curteis 
Point?
•What is planned to connect the Cloake 
Hill reservoir to the North Saanich 
distribution system?
•What are the financial complications 
overall in the long term? How much will.it 
cost and what are the payment options? And 
finally but not exhaustively, ■ ‘
•Observing the foregoing, are priorities 
established to fit our pocketbook observing 
the burgeoning financial commitments of the 
municipality?
George Westwood 
former mayor. North Saanich
School reunion
It will be a rare trip down memory lane for 
The Red Wing school reunion, in Prince 
Albert Sask., Aug, 7 and 8, 1982. The little 
white school house opened February 1913 
and closed June 1959.
We would like to hear from students, 
teachers, school official’s and family’s.
Please contact immediately for 
organization.
Mnehcl Eillen [Doly] .lohnston 
8501 Ebor'rcrnicc 
Sidney, B.C.
VHI, 11.4 Phone 6S6-45R7
Water
hydraulics engineering expertise, to ensure 
that all on the water system have adequate 
pressure.
The next priority, should be to supply 
households and farms on inadequate wells, 
who petition or request water connections, 
with costs to be born by local initiative, at a 
fair cost rating. After the dry spell of 1982 is 
over, sufficient practical data will be 
available, linked with computer projections 
from engineering studies to determine, how 
and when the water system wilt require 
upgrading. Then will be the time to consider 
capital costs and increases in pipeline 
capacity, to serve our water distribution 


























Question: Do you approve of the French Immersion program 
in the school district?
YES □
Comment:




Upon being admitted to the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital it was evident that 1 was 
in the hands of a capable, caring staff.
Especially appreciated were the attending 
physicians who take a personal interest in 
their patients; and the competent nurses 
whose white caps and uniforms help to give 
the hospital an air of efficiency. In some 
hospitals, registered nurses do not wear caps 
or white uniforms. This change distracts 
from the confidence one feels in a hospital.
It is gratifying to hear that the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital will be the recipient of 
new equipment to be used in blood tran­
sfusions. Station CKDA and the Good 
Samaritan Fund are to be congratulated for 







May we use your name for publication?
Yes n No □

























the island is being 
poorly represented on 
the library board by 
the peoples’ elected 
officials.
This first came to 
light in the Sidney- 
North Saanich area in 
regard to the new 
library building with 
the i nterminable 
delays. When some 
board members 
representing the 
southern part of the
island were phoned 
regarding the present 
library closure their 
replies were most 
revealing. They 
ranged from not 
wanting to get in­
volved to asking the 
name of the board 
chairman.
1 think its pretty 
evident that this strike 
could have been 
avoided had the board 
been doing their job
and I for one am 
going to be extremely 
careful before I vote 
in the upcoming 
municipal elections.








• As a former member of the. Peninsula 
^ater Commission, 'T know .that the ap­
parently controversial Deep Cove extension 
is an integral part .of the well planned 
peninsula supply system.
By spring the Horth Hill balancing tank 
and all the necessary piping will have been 
installed. Unless the 10-inch pipe along Wain 
Road is installed the old Deep Cove 4-inch 
pipes caniiot possibly accommodate the 
water which will be available.
Not many on Wain Road will need the 
water as most of them have excellent good 
producing wells — but they have no fire 
protection.
The Wain Road extension together with 
the reservoir is vitally needed to supply 
sufficient water to all areas, high and low 
and provide sufficient reserve in the event of 
fire.
The cost of this installation, was, before 
the delay, $350,000. Financing was available 
at 15 per cent and we did qualify for a 75 per 
cent grant from the provincial government 
on the net cost to the community of $280,000 
distributed over 2200 parcels of land at a cost 
of $6.35 per year for 20 years on an expected 
lifetime of the system of 50 years.
It is to be hoped that the bulk of the 
electorate will turn out for the referendum 
and vote in favor of its acceptance.
.1.1). Fisher 




As a former chairman of the ad hoc 
Saanich Peninsula Water Committee prior to 
1977, and as one of the founding members of 
the Peninsula Water Commission from 1977 
to 1980 and having carefully reviewed the 
minutes of the water commission from 1980 
to date, I would agree with J.D. Fisher’s 
letter to The Review of Sept. 16 with respect 
to the good planning and implementation of 
the peninsula water spicrn as it applies to an 
adequate supply of water to the upper 
peninsula.
What is beyond the jurisdiction of the 
water commission however is the 
distribution ol water; dnsmbution is clearly 
an Individual ntimicipal responsibility. In my 
view, the whole thrust of the recent petition 
ioi ,1. sulmussiuu io tViC cleclui:, i:. to 
ascertain to the satisfaction of the taxpayers, 
by public meeting hopefully, that the
of the concerned citizens, who 
voters of North Saanich 
muhicipalily, that by petition, their 
democratic right could be exercised, in a 
future referendum: Re “Capital cost for a 
Wain Road Water pipe line installation. 
Bylaw 365:” at a cost of $350,000 (repayable 
over 20 years, with interest at 15 percent). I 
make these observations.
A guaranteed adequate water supply for 
North Saanich, is almost a reality. 
Assurances have been given from tire Capital 
Region District Engineers, that when the 
reservoir with a capacity of 1,000,000 
gallons is constructed on Clonk Hill at the 
400 ft level, and the pumping station is 
installed and operating to feed tlic reservoir: 
the potential is there to supply our entire 
system with adequate increased water 
pressure, at all times, including peak 
periods.
Costs up to completion of the reservoir, 
have all been allocated from CRD funds, 
vviili c.rvly summer 1982 being the lime frame 
for completion.
The fir.st priority for the municipality 
should he irs install the I'rnyilV feed lines to 
Iced this increased pressure Into the c.xisting 
system, after obtaining professional
Open letter to 
Andre Oulelte, 
postmaster general.
This is a letter of 
protest against the 
proposed costs of 
mailing for the rotten 
service being 
provided. It would be 
bearable if we could 
expect to get “First 
Class” service for 
“ First ;;Chass’’ 
postage, butt - such is 
not the case now and 
will not be the case in 
the future regardless 
of the rates.
As long as Canada 
Post continues to 
en CO ur age b usi ness, 
through low rates, 
from the bulk mail 
industry our system 
will be clogged with 
the volumes which 
cause it to grind 
slowly and bog down, 
the system is 
“inefficient” and the 
proposed rates are 
“discriminatory”.
Canada Post is a 
disaster area, and 
since it has been 
government policy to 
provide financial 
relief lo a disaster 
area, may 1 suggest we 
get rid of the “junk” 
and get back to fast, 
efficient postal service 
with increased rates 
and subsidies.
After all, if that is 
what it will take lo get 
the service, then we 
must be prepared to 
pay. Don’t promise 
the public the moon 
when you know you 
can’t deliver. As sve 
all know the present 
system jtist doesn’t 
work!
Helen G. Ilitclien 




FOR MAKING YOUR DAY A SUCCESS!
s a
WINNER OF THE SONY TELEVISION SET: 
INRS. R. NOSEK of Sidney.
Mrs. Nosek, winner of the October 1st 
T.V. Draw is presented with her prize 
by Associate Orest Hykawy.y
/n ‘
ISP n) • A:'':® A
The Sta(f of Shoppers, Drug Mart would 
like To thank" fheVSenior: Citizens ‘for 
their enthusiastic participation -and 
hope you all had an enjoyable time.
WITH
SCOUTS CANADA
Serving the Youth of the World for 75 Years.
e
HAVERS: A positive group experience lor boys, 5.6 and 7 years old designed to develop a love ol nature, an 





OLF CLUBS: A program for boys 8, 9 and 10 yoars old designed lor maximum on|oymonf through acT 
tivilles in such areas as outdoors, acting, games, music, badge and star work, handicratts and slorios,
s
GOUTS: An advonUirous program lor boys at least 11 yoars old but under 15, in which Ihe mombors as a 
troop, parilcipato In activities In tho outdoors, develop skills through an achievement and challenge badge system 





■■ ■ ? .. ^
[rejaTS m
ShH 1' ^
ENTURERS: A program lor 14,15,16 and 17 year old young men who work together as a company in the 
planning and operation ol aclion-orionlod outdoor programs, while at tho same lime learn to handle adult ropon- 
sibility In the oporalion ol Ihoir own allairs,
LAOERSHIP: Scouting olfors a wide variety ol training to volunteer adults who accept a position of rospon- 
ibillly,
To say people arc 
angry wjth the ter­









mriker, and unioiv- 
after a summer filled 
with them. However, 
if the library situation 
does nothing else it 
points up the fact that
Scouting Principles Are:
That man must to tho best of his ability:
‘Love and serve God
‘Respect and act in accordance with tho human dignity and rights of Individuals 
‘Recognize tho obligation on himself to develop and maintain his potontial
SCOUTING IS A FAMILY AFFAIR 
A UNITED WAY AGENCY
HEGISYEH MOW!
For further information pleaso phone 
Scout House, 505 Marigold St.,
Victoria, e.€. VOV 4115 .
727-3329
Mnn - FrI R a m • R p m
Sat, 9:30 a.m. > 1:30 p.m.
fOil
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Ladies!
JUST WHAT YOU 




is coming to town.
Limb A. JOHNSON
BARRISTER & SOLICITOR
IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE 
THE OPENING OF HIS
LAW OFFICE
at
WATCH FOR THE 
GRAND OPENING of 
OUR SECOND STORE at 
BEACON and 3rd In
SIDNEY
210 - 2405 BEACON AVE. 
SIDNEY, B.C.
■ (UPPER MALL - TOWN SQUARE)
Monday to Saturday Tel. 656-0934
umu FaililN
ByK.M.PENZ
Panther play is well underway for this 
school year. On the field, the senior boy’s 
soccer team kicked off a 7-1 win over 
Lambrick Park but was headed off by Vic 
High 1-0. The girls’ field hockey suffered a 
disappointing 0-5 loss against Edward Milne.
On the other side of the net, the senior 
boys volleyball team served up another 
victory over Spectrum 15-12, 15-7 and are 
volleying for an Island berth. The senior girls 
squad, which began practices the first week 
of school, set off to Castlegar last weekend 
for a tournament. Both junior teams begin 
their seasons within the week.
Meanwhile, the senior boys’ basketball 
team are vigorously preparing for an up­
coming exhibition game on Oct. 10 versus 
the comically skilful Harlem Clowns.
D£SiqWe.K, /E.UILDE.E.
&IOWIS.Y , &.C.
'etjiC'E.^^ TiAi, D€.s*OJ/pesr=muc, 
ef&iDJ>JTU(_ a»J«TEuCTiOU 
FlMliHlUC, CAe.re>JTTY 
CAt> I w £ rs/FiKU 1 TV BE.,
now!
•Parkland’s performing arts crew, 
Grassroots, has completed auditions and 
chosen the cast for this season’s musical. 
Carnival — a lively operetta about a 
runaway girl who joins the circus. A unique 
feature of this production will be the use of 
puppets in addition to live actors.
•Student council’s traditional grade 9 
initiation day, which committed this year’s 
freshmen to the dictatorial mercy of their 
grade 12 “masters”, added a bit of colour to 
both the school and the grade 9’s cheeks.
•Finally, a drenched community 
recreation 12 class returned last Thursday 
after a two-day survival trek through the 
west coast wilderness. This week’s classes 
will probably include lectures on “how to 




He spends a lot of time engineering it. And a lot more time out in the woods 
working with the prototype. He may decide it needs to go back to the drawing board. 
When he’s satisfied himself—he’s satisfied the toughest critic he has.
That's why the Husqvarna chain saw you buy will exceed your expectations. 
Because it’s not created by the compromise of a committee...it's 





(complete tune-up — includes sharpening)
We carry:
chains, sprockets, bars, 
files, and accessories
Oraiifs Small iotors





You don’t noGd romindlng that almost 
QvorythInQ costs a lot inoro now than it did 
almost 3 yoars ago -- tho tima ol the last 
postal incroaso.
But, can you Imagine how much oporat- 
Ing coats have risen for tho postal system 
that serves tho second largest country In 
tho world?
Tho cost of operating nnd fueling our vaat 
transportation network, tho cost of osson-
Implement a now sorvlco-monitorlng 
process which will improve reliability.
Expand letter carrier delivery within many 
communities lo provide more complete 
son/ice.
Increase Iho nvallabllily of specialized 
moil services such as Priority Post, Special 
Delivery and Electronic Mail.
Some of those planned rates can be 
seen in the following table;
304
354




In spile of our best efforts, tho combined 
offocis of those Incioasod operating costs 
havrj brought Canada Post to the point 
whore it does not have tho (Inancial 
resources nocossary to follow through 
on Important slops being taken lo improve 
service.
Some ol tho slops wo want lo take are:
By soon becoming a public corporation, 
' “ ......... the--------------
Introduce more oxionsive quollty control
il service'olmlnq at a consistent mal
^nartn.
I within
Canada Post will have e freedom to 
oporaiG as a more roaponsivo and olliclont 
business, and ovonlually atop being a sub­
sidized arm of govornmont with its resulting 
burden on tho taxpayer.
But no business can bo healthy or ofll- 
clonl If it falls to recognize and adapt to 
tho oconomic reallllos in which It must 
function.
And tho present reality is that tho 
oxlstlng postal rates do not rofloct the costs 
Involvod In running Canada’s mall sorvlco 
the way It should bo run.
II Is for this reason that Canada Post 
plans the implemontation of new postal 
rates early next year,
Ist Class letter In Canada 0-30 gm 
Ist Class letter to U.S.A. 0-30 gm 
Parcel Pont
samecity 1 kilo $1,10
Ist Class Parcel
e.g, Montreal to Vancouver 1 kilo $3.35
Special Delivery 
$1 plus I8t Class Postage
Canada Post has n national responsibility 
lo provide tho most rolinblo nnd complolo 
mall sorvlco posslblo. Tho Implomontnllon 
of thoso now rates Is nocosoary II revenuos 
aro to bo brought rnoro In lino with operat­
ing oxponaos...nocosoary to oaso the 
burden ol a deficit on tho taxpayer. And
most Important ol all, nocossary to allowip. -- . .Canada Post lo become, through Improved 
service, one of tho best mall systems In 
tho world.





Everyone seemed to 
be a bit at cross 
purposes at a special 
meeting of North 
Saanich council with 





ment on 80 acres 
south of Wains Road.
Only two APC 
members attended,
Obie Philp and Joe 
Lott, and they didn’t 
agree as to why they 
were there. Some 
council members 
wanted to know why 
the commission had 
recommended council 
give approval in 
principal to the 
project, which would 
require changes in the 
official community 
plan and several 
bylaws. Philp said he 
hadn’t come prepared, 
to discuss that. Lott 
said he had.
Aylard and Peter 
Burchett attended 
with maps and with 
letters from the 
engineers and the 
architect giving ad­
ditional information 
on the 61-dwelling 
proposal, but Aid. 
Alan Cornford told 
them that too many 
specifics were still 
lacking.
Philp called the 
overall pi an
“tremendous”, with 
only a few houses on a 
small part of the 
property, but he said 
the recommendation 
for approval in 
principle was just so 
the whole thing could 
go to public hearing. 
He didn’t think' that 
would commit council 
to anything.
Gorriford thought it 
would. Lott said he 
could see many 
problems but the 




such a development 
would bring cats and 
dogs and kids into an 
agricultural area until 
“farmers will be 
saying we can’t 
farm.’’Aylard said the 
land involved had no 
agricultural potential, 
and that the best way 
to preserve farm land 
was to make farm 
operations econ­
omically healthy.
Aid. Jay Rangel 
favored a public 
information meeting 
without prior ap­
proval in principle. 
Aylward said there 
had already been one.
Rangel suggested 
council hold a special 
meeting to discuss the 
proposal and make a 
decision on it. 
Sherwood agreed to 
.set a meeting for 2 
p.m. Oct. 6. ,
m
HELEN LANG
That rain certainly didn’t do much for the 
petunias. Poor lambs are looking just awful, 
but most of them will put out another lot of 
flowers if the rain doesn’t continue too long.
It is beginning to look like fall in earnest now 
and the gutters will be filling with leaves. Ah 
me...
The starlings arrived in a screaming horde 
a couple of days ago, thinking to clean off 
our grape vines. Only the day before we had 
admired the ripening clusters and decided we 
should put netting over the top.
If they hadn’t been so noisy. I’d never 
have noticed them until too late. As it 
happened the door was open, and I arrived 
almost as soon as they did, screaming like a 
fire siren, and shaking my fists and generally 
behaving like a mad housewife.
We got busy immediately, and picked 
almost all the ripe ones — the grape jelly is 
sitting on the kitchen counter, as a result.
Half an hour later, and silently, this time, 
the starlings were back, and there isn’t one 
ripe grape left on the vines, but as usual, they 
left a collection of unpleasant “calling 
cards” all over the steps just .to let us know 
they’d been around.
Time to put in a lawn, if you are land­
scaping, and to think about putting in 
shrubs. Do try to plan your garden before 
you go to a nursery, so that you get shrubs 
that will do well in your special location. 
Most good garden books tell you what to 
buy for a shady location (or sunny one), the 
ultimate height, and spread, of each shrub, 
whether it flowers, or has berries, if it is 
fragrant, etc. etc.
If you don’t have such a book, and don’t 
wantto buy one, your library should be able 
to supply you with some good reading. 
Books with pictures are wonderfully helpful, 
especially if the names (and some of them are 
horrendous) don’t mean too much to you.
T This is also a great time to pot up some 
parsley plants, chives, and even a couple of 
mint roots; to bring inside for winter use: I 
hope you have wide windowsills, and a 
patient spouse ... mine has threatened to 
build a house with windowsills that slope, so 
that nothing may be put on them. Can’t 
understand why.
Finally dismantled my potato container 
(made from two large stacked tires) and dug 
out just a hair less than 30 pounds of fine 
large potatoes, so this method of growing'is 
to be recommended. Some of them are 
almost a pound apiece, doubtless because of 
all the concentrated watering they were 
given.
Haven’t cut one in half yet to see if the 
centre is hollow ... I don’t want to spoil my 
reputation!
Those of you who haven’t the room for a 
garden or weren’t able to get around to 
planting one this year, might really enjoy a 
drive through the countryside, where all 
sorts of nice people have vegetable and fruit 
stands. Tomatoes, apples, cucumber.s, 
squash, cauliflower, broccoli, cabbage, 
potatoes, and pears are fresh, locally grown, 
and abundant. They will never be cheaper, 
so if you want to stock up your freezer, now 
is the lime.
If you want apples and pears that will last 
almost all winter, try to get Spartons, 
Macintosh Reds, Granny Srnitlts or Golden 
Delicious, but if you want something 
delectable, for immediate use, try Tydemans 
Red . . . the juice runs down your chin.
Bartlett pears arc also to be used as soon 
as they smell ripe but D’Anjou, Comice or 
Winter Nells will last for months if kept iiva 





mittee will .seek a 
meeting with the 
minister of highways 
to discuss the in­
tersection of Tryon 
Road and the Patricia 
Bay Highway.
Aid, Jim Gumming 
told the committee the 
provincial govern­
ment would pay half 
tlie cost of a traffic 
light, and moved the 
offer be accepted, 
since the only 
alternative was the 
status quo.
Aid. Edgar Far­
thing moved to 
decline the offer and 
seek an interview with 
the minister. The 
committee favors an 
overpass or some 
r e a r r a n g e m e n t 
providing a lane for 
local traffic.
In other news:
People who dump 
household RurbaRe in 
and around the 
container at Bazan 
Bay Park came under 
lire, with Aid. Jay 
Rangel suggesting 
their names be made
public,
The committee 
decided to replace llic 
large bin in the 
parking lot with 
smaller containers by 
the picnic tables, 
altbougli Cuimning 
warned if coniainers 
were too small people 
would steal them.
People who run 
their (lops in B.'izan 
Bay Park will be 
asked to use the newly 
acquired p a r k 
property between 









Scholarships winners pose with Sidney Rotary president Russ ScutL Left to right,
Sara Pope, Raymond Lew, Russ Scutt, Christine Wonsiak and Connie Hotke.
A ward winners not in photo include Edward Moes and Gwyneth Jones.
Peggie Rowand Photo
Jim Watt, manager 
of the Canadian Bank 
of Commerce on 
Beacon Avenue, 
Sidney, heads up the 
United Way campaign 
for funds this year for 
Sidney and North 
Saanich.
Watt said Friday 
the official goal for 
the peninsula is 
$36,754 “but I’d like 
lo sec $40,000.’’ Last 
year’s campaign in 






one step ahead in 
fashion and fit
For the woman who knows today's fashion 
direction, Naturalizer presents the most 
sophisticated of dress shoe silhouettes.
54S0°





Si.x students in Saanich school district 
received a big helping hand irom Sidney 
Rotarians at a Sept. 30 dinner meeting when 
the club dispensed its annual scholarship 
awards.
From Parkland school, Christine Wonsiak 
won the Oscar Thulin Memorial scholarship 
• ($500), while Edward Moes received a 
Rotary Academic scholarship ($350).
Stelly’s school produced two winners — 
Gwyneth Jones, who won a Rotary Special 
scholarship ($450) and Raymond Lew, 
recipient of a Rotary Academic ($350).
Claremont’s Connie Hotke and Sara Pope 
received a Rotary Special ($450) and a 
Rotary Academic ($350) respectively. All 
scholarship winners received special cer­
tificates made and donated by Manning 
Press, sister company to The Review.
Rotarian Harry Tobin, chairman of the 
club’s scholarship fund .for the past 20 years, 
said his was a pleasing task. I meet the finest 
of the young people in the schools, he said.
And in that 20 years, he added, the club had 
given in excess of $30,000 to students in 
awards. “It’s a good effort for a small 
Rotary club,” he said.
V Rotarians are also involved ; in the 
t • Adventure‘ in 'Citizenship and student ex­
change programs: ; ^ ^ T
Susan Pope told Rotarians her award was; 
a “nice way” of ending her final year of 
schooling. She’s enrolled at the University of 
Victoria and taking political science and 
computer science as well as various subjects. 
Susan said she was looking forward to 
getting a degree and going on to law school.
Raymond Lew thanked Rotarians for their 
help. Described as a “brilliant scholar”, 
Raymond will also be taking computer
science, among other things.
Edward Moes was unable to receive his 
award in person — he’s busy already at 
Simon Fraser University doing math and 
physics but his father, Ted Moes, thanked 
Rotarians on his son’s behalf. The awards 
were a “worthwhile investment in the future
of the community,” he said.
Connie Hotke, who was described as 
having given “service beyond self” told the 
meeting she was grateful for her scholarship 
' and felt “you should participate in the world 
in order to get something out of it.” Connie 
is at UVic taking a science course and hopes 
to major in biology.
Straight A student Gwyneth Jones was
also absent but her mother, Mrs. Isabel 
Jones, said her daughter was “very touched 
that people in the community who didn’t 
know' her had chosen her to receive the 
aw'ard.” Gwyneth plans several years study 
at the University of British Columbia and 
hopes to get into medical school.
Top award winner Christine Wonsiak was 
praised for her service to Parkland school. 
The student’s “service beyond self was 
outstanding,” said Rotary president, Russ 
Scutt, who made the presentations to 
students.
Christine is studying at UVic and plans on 
becoming a chartered accountant or 
“working in some aspect of commerce.”
Thanking Rotarians for her award, 
Christine said she was “willing to put every 
effort” into her future.
Stelly’s principal Lyle Garroway praised 
Sidney Rotary for its generosity and 
Claremont principal, Don McKinnon, said 
he appreciated the “work that went into 
raising these dollars” and the “tremendous 
interest a club like this takes in the com­
munity.”
We appreciate your endeavors and the 
F lengths v'to which they go, he added., 
- Rotarians look positivBy at those students 
who worked hard and did well and ‘ you 
rewardthem.” ; ^
Watt’s team of 
volunteers so far 
comprises Wells 
Hooker, w'ho will be 
canvassing real estate 
and insurance 
companies; Ed 
LeClair - Town of 
Sidney employees; 
Jack McDonald - 
North Saanich 
municipal employees;
Dr. A.G. Moffoot - 
professional canvass; 
Mike Walden - legal 
canvas; Don
Matheson - marinas 
and John Bird - ac­
counting firms. Public 
canvass will be by 
mail. ■
Watt said he still 
lacks volunteers to ■ 
canvass the business 
section, the industrial 
area west of Pat Bay 
Highway and the 
construction industry 
and contactors. “All 
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9775 - 2nd Street 
October 8th 
9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
6564732
REFRESHMENTS in appreciation ot past and future 
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12 YEARS TO LATE ADOLESCENCE
WmT IS AN ADOLESCENT a u u
“Add the good taste of 
flowers to your 
Thanksgiving Feast" 
daily deliveries to 
ALL OF THE SAANICH 
peninsula AND VICTORIA 
“We now have a large selection of
bulbs for fall planting,"
Excflllont snioctioit of 
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PREOCCUPIED WITH THEMSELVES? 
MAKING US ANGRY?
The Island
formerly 0»k Biy fyke Jind Teen Shoes




OCTOBER 13 until NOVEMBER 10th MHOOL
REGISTRATION FEE $5®“ PER FAMILY









7111 West Saanich Rd. 652-2131 
Brentvfood Bay
SPONSORS; •CAPITAL REGION BRANCH: B.C. COUNCIL FOR THE FAMILY •COMMUNITY COUNSELLING CENTRE •PARKIANOS SCHOOL
Timi fkouib Sit 
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A Public Information Meeting will be 
held following the Public Hearing on the 
Zoning By-law amendments being held 
at 7:30 p.m. on Wednesday, October 
14th, 1981 at the Legion Hall, 1660 
Mills Road. The purpose of the meeting 
is to answer any questions relating to 
the Borrowing By-law for the Construc­
tion of Extensions and Improvements to 
the Waterworks System .within the 
Municipality.
HELP MAKE THE WHOLE WORLD SMILE. 
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October 6th, 1981
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One Order and your ad runs till you’ve 
sold your merchandise.
Note:
you tel! us when you have sold your merchandise. If you forget 
we will automatically cancel your ad after sixty days.
Your cost . . only ^5®®
for up to 20 words
OR AT NO CHARGE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
* . *
Pleaso Start my atl In the
Payment with Copy Please * *
edition of the Review.
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Representatives from 11 other Rotary 
clubs, including delegations from Sequim 
and Tacoma in Washington, were on hand to 
help the newly-formed Brentwood Bay club 
get off to a good start at its charter 
presentation Saturday evening.
Nearly 200 Rotarians, wives and guests 
dined on Beef Wellington and Baked Alaska 
in Stelly’s school dining room before ad­
journing to the gymnasium for the official 
ceremonies.
After a brief address, district governor 
Bob Mallon, from Tacoma, presented the 
charter to George Kurbatoff, president of 
the new club.
Guests were introduced from the spon­
soring club in Sidney and from' Victoria, 
Tacoma, Sequim, Saanich, Salt Spring, 
Colwood, Oak Bay, Harbourside, Cour­
tenay and Nanaimo clubs.
Each club also had a presentation to 
make, leaving the new group fully equipped 
with flags, gong, gavel and the like, and even 
a shiny brass spittoon to put fines in.
Charter members of the Brentwood Bay 
club, all of whom were introduced, are Reg 
Baxter, John Benham, Dave Bowker, Doug 
Crosson, Dennis Erickson, Terry Farr, Bill 
Gault, Ross Ingram, Gene Jacobson, Jack 
King, John Koralewicz, George Kurbatoff, 
Percy Lazarz, Roderick .McDonald, Bill 
Mcllwraith, John Sharpe, Eric Spratt, Dave 








2280 Beacon Ave. 656-1176
This space reserved!
There’s a shortage 
of handicapped 
parking spots in 
Sidney — and the few 
we have are often 
taken by drivers who 
are hale and hearty 
and certainly not 
disabled.




noticed cars were 
being left in the 
handicapped . parking 
spots on Safeway
parking lot and 




talked to Safeway 
manager Danny 
Abercrombie, who 
sympathized with the 
problem. And he’s 
raised no objection to 
a plan the society has 
to put notices on the 
windshield of cars not 
designated han­
dicapped.
In effect, the notice
ARE YOUR IMMUNIZATIONS 
; UP TO DATE?
Check with your Physician dr any C.R.D. Communi­
ty Health Field Office listed on page g.of the blue 
pages in the Victoria and area telephone book.





- INTHODUCTORY COURSE ~
A workshop will be held on Saturday, October 10, and Sunday, 
October 11, in Brentwood. Another will be held on Saturday. Oc­
tober 17, and Sunday, October 18.
The.se workshops feature the “hands-on” use of personal com­
puters by the class throughout the weekend. The objective is to 
convey the potential of personal computers to assist us all in 
business,
Apple II Plus computers are available in the ratio of one for each 
two students. Substantial time is scheduled both for question 
periods and for each person to operate one of tlie computers.
riiesc workshops are pioneering new concepts in the introductory 
teaching of the competent use of, small computers for business 
purpo.ses. Business systems arc demonstrated and di.seussed as 
well as pcriplierals such as printers.
The fee is $125 per student. I.unchcs are provided on both days. 
The class size is limited to iiTna.xiimiinof 8 people to permit per­
sonal instruction and to allow each person sufrieient lime on the 
available computers.
I
Further inrormation can be obtained by phoning 652-2647. We 
will send you an iipplieaiion form and a course schedule on re­
quest. Completed iipplications must he .submitted no later than 





Saanichton, B.C. VOS I MO
will ask drivers if they 
realize they are 
parking in a space 
reserved for han­
dicapped people — 
and if they are 
handicapped but have 
no sticker on their car 
to prove it they’ll be 
told where to get them 
— at the Garth 
Homer Centre on 
Darwin Street, 
Victoria.
McNamara says she 
hopes when Sidney 
council finally decides 
on its traffic plan and 
new parking
arrangements it will 
take into ■con­
’s ider at ion The 




A Canada Customs 
employee and Sidney 
RGMP have a puzzle 
on their hands, 
although it may not 
involve a crime.
The customs i man 
left his car overnight 
in front of the office 
in the compound at 
the Anacortes Ferry 
because it wou|dn’t 
go. When he came 
back the car was 
behind Ihe office and 
showed some in­
dications of forced 
entry. But it was 
locked, riotliing was 
• missing and there was 
no sign of the ignition 
wires having been 
crossed.
The owner has the 
only keys to the car, 
and the compound 
was also locked. So 





VVinners of the 
Saanich I'eninsula 
Hospital auxiliary’s 
raffle -- drawn Ocl, 3 
at the auxiliary’s 
annual tea aud bazaar 
■ - were Mrs. M. 
Smith who look first 
r>ri/.e and won a doll 
with a complete 
wardrobe; Mis. H. 
Spice took second 
prize — a hand- 
painted picturetTliird 
prize a haiul- 
knitied man’s sweater 
— WEIS won by Mrs. F. 
Massif. Prizes were 
donated by members 
of the auxiliary ,
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Two charged with theft
It probably isn’t 
illegal to hang around 
a police office in the 
middle of the night 
while a friend is being 
booked, but it’s not a 
good' idea to pass the 
time by stealing things 
out of a parked police 
car.
That’s what Sidney 
RCMP say happened 
in the early hours of 
Sunday morning.
The incident began 
at 4.41 a.m., when an
attempt at a routine 
check on a vehicle 
near Triangle Homes 
R.V. lot resulted in a 
chase to Sandown 
Raceway parking 
area, where police 
arrested William 
Towler, 23, of Sidney, 
on an impaired 
driving charge.
By the time it was 
all over they had also 





15 o 1 i c e m a n and 
assaulting a
policeman.
The four other 
young people who had 
been in the vehicle 
were not involved in 
•the parking lot ac­
tivities, -..because 
Towler had told them 
to get lost and th^ 
had done so. But 
while he was in the 
police office two of
them were noticed 
hanging around 
outside and were 
advised to leave.
Later police found 
that an RCMP cap 
and two portable 
radios were missing 
from one of the 
locked cars. On in­
vestigating, they 
recovered the stolen 
articles, and a piece of 
wire suitable for 
opening locked car 
doors, and l^itd 
charges of thett over 
$200 against a 14-year 
old male and 
Alexander Gair, 18, 
of Sidney.
RYDER
North Saanich middle school student government line-up is, left to right, Paula 
Bonneau [prime minister]; Meghan Watt [secretary-tresurer]; Wyatt Orr [minister 
of foreign affairs]; Jason Jacob [minister of recreation]; and Dawn Hogarth 
[minister of public relations.] Sponsor teachers are Denis Turgeon and Vicki 
Brodsky. On the student government agenda: a bake sale to raise more funds for 
continuation of support of the school's foster child. Hector of Bolivia, who was 
adopted by North Saanich school some four years ago, and Hallowe'en activities.
Peggie Rowand Photo
Enm nmi
FOR CHRISTINAS PORTRAITS 
“The Gift of Love"
P.S. PAUL SAYS XMAS 
PORTRAITS REQUIRE 4 
WEEKS DELIVERY TIME




10% DISCOUNT FOR 
OCTOBER “EARLY BIRD” 
SITTINGS.
WITH 18 OFFICES IN 
-BRITISH COLUMBIA, OVER 
100-IN CANADA.
RENT RYDER AND 
SAVE ON HOUSEHOLD 
MOVING COSTS.
Oldtimer dies
PHONE NOW FOR YOUR APPOINTMENT
‘Mosis® of
2420 BEACON AVE> 656-4245





Funeral services He is survived by great great grand- 
were held at St. Paul’s his wife Hilda, a son, children, tour
Anglican Church, Keith in Ottawa, a brothers and a sister.
-Nanaimo, Friday for daughter, Mae Kaltt, The Hollands
Alfred Hollands, who in Port Hardy, 10 moved to Nanaimo
operated Hollands grandchildren, nine about 14 years ago.
Butcher Shop in ,
Sidney from the early 
1920s until the mid 
‘40s. He was 97 at the 




Hollands came to 
Canada from England 
in 1905. After he left 
Sidney he operated a, 
store on Fairfield 
Road in Victoria for a 
few years.
; I fEW seats LEFT!
























(IILI. OCT, 10th ONLY)
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WARRANTY DEALER FOR 
JACUZZI PUMPS
Jacuzzi pumps, whirl pools, tubs, tanks, 




(5th & Beacon) 
in tho Driftwood Centre
OPEN
9:00 • 5:00 
MON. - SAT.
PHONE Butler WfseF Phone: 652-4437
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220 ml site. or Conditioner 




IS81! Disposable Diapers for Babies 23 lbs. & over 
Package of 24's..........
Crest Baker's Secret
‘Regular or Mint 
100 ml tube
‘Small Loaf Pan 
•9" Pie Plate 
•Square Cake Pan 















‘Conditioning. 450 ml Ilie,,
IP
New Freedom Maxi Napkins •
........ dwDi n
Prices effective October 5th • 10th, 1981 
in your Friendly Sidney Safeway Store.
OPEN SUNDAY 10 AM to 5 PM
Super. Package of 30's. . . . . . . . _
# ® # # # <1# ® ® # # # # # ® ^
We reserve the right to limit silos to retail Quantities.
No. 1 Grade
12 oz. Package... . . . . . . . .
(StSSS
fh
i I 1 il V
|s; .f
Ii® isi 




V’' / . ,»
i.C. Grown
• • • • * •••••• • • • •
California Grown






No. 1 Grade 
12 02. Package
.D.C. Grown 
No. 1 Grade 
(30* kg).... lbs.
Baskets. ($12.00 mi). Mid« 10 Oid,. to. THiditiWInj »t (r«i« jmr Oihmy ri«*er Stopn
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TOWN OF SIDNEY
NOTICE OF ELECTION
PUBLIC NOTICE is given to the electors of the Town of Sidney that I 
require the presence of the electors at the Town Hall, 2440 Sidney 
Avenue, Sidney, B.C. on MONDAY, the 26th DAY OF OCTOBER, 
1981, AT 10 a.m. to elect;-
MAYOR - ONE (1) vacancy 
ALDERMAN - SIX (6) vacancies 
SCHOOL TRUSTEE - ONE (1) vacancy } All for the two-year term 1982/83
The mode of nomination of candidates shall be as follows:-
Candidates shall be nominated in writing by two qualified electors of 
the municipality. The nomination paper shall be delivered to the 
Returning Officer at any time between the date of this notice and 
noon of the day of nomination. The nomination paper may be in the 
form prescribed in the “Municipal Act” and shall sate the name, 
residence and occupation of the person nominated in a manner suf­
ficient to identify the candidate. The nomination paper shall be sign­
ed by the candidate. Disclosure forms under the Public Officials 
Disclosure Act must be filed with each nomination paper.
In the event a poll is necessary, the poll will be opened at the 
Sidney Elementary School, Henry Avenue and 7th Street, Sidney, 
B.C. on Saturday, the 21st day of November, 1981, between the 
hours of 8 a.m. and 8 p.m.
An advanced poll will be held at the Town Hall, 2440 Sidney 
Avenue, Sideny, B.C. on Wednesday, the 18th day of November, 
1981, between the hours of 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. for those electors 
who expect to be absent from the Town on Polling Day or through
on Polling Day; or are, for reasons of conscience, prevented from - 
voting on Polling Day.
Every person is required to take notice of the above and govern 
himself accordingly, ^ V
•GIVEN UNDER MY HAND AT SIDNEY, B.C. THIS 5TH DAY OF OC­
TOBER, 1981.;
^ g:d. logan,
’ Y Returning Officer
Realigned divisions with unbalanced 
schedules, a different method of deciding the 
16 playoff clubs and the addition of another 
flock of European stars does not necessarily 
mean there will be much that will be spec­
tacularly different when the preliminary 840 
games have been completed and the Stanley 
Cup teams head into the real National 
Hockey League season. But there may be 
more, and more interesting contention.
Of the known factors, the increasing use 
of Swedish, Finnish and Czech players may 
have as much effect as realignment changes. 
About 500 goals were scored by European 
NHL players last season. Four of them — 
Kent Nilsson of the Calgary Flames, Anders 
Hedberg of the New York Rangers, Peter 
Stastny of the Quebec Nordiques and' 
Thomas Gradin of the Vancouver Canucks 
— led their club in scoring and more than a 
dozen others also made outstanding con­
tributions.
They will be joined this season by perhaps 
as many as 20 newcomers, and several clubs, 
particularly the Canucks and Colorado 
Rockies, are counting on new import talent 
to bring respectability.
Well served last season by Gradin, Lars 
Lindgren and Per-Olav Brasar, the Canucks 
have boosted their Swedish contingent to 
five with the addition of Lars Molin and 
Anders Eldebrink and signed veteran Czechs 
Jiri Bubla and Ivan Hlinka. The Rockies are 
hoping that Swedish-forwards Peter 
Gustavvson and Christer Kellgren and centre 
Veli-Pekka Ketola, winger Jukka Porvari 
and defenceman Taplo Levo of the Finnish 
national team will make them a playoff club.
The Nordiques, with Marian joining 
brothers Peter and Anton Stastny, and 
Washington Capitals, who have acquired 
Sweden’s Roland Stolz andTimo Blomqvist, 
are among other clubs with new imports who 
could make a difference.
The new format for schedule play should 
also help bring about some changes in team 
point totals. Last season’s balanced schedule 
had clubs playing four games against each of 
the other 20 clubs with point totals deciding 
which 16 would qualify for Stanley Cup 
play. This season, clubs in the three five-club
times and each of the other 16 clubs three 
times while clubs in the six-club division will 
play divisionar opponents seven times each
The.top four clubs in each division qualify 
for-the playoffs, divisional champions will 
play for conference honors and conference
champions meet in the Stanley Cup final.
There are, of course, toughened schedules 
for some clubs and an easier road for others. 
On the basis of last .season’s standings, the 
schedule has been toughened most for the 
Capitals, Rangers, Hartford Whalers, 
Pittsburgh Penguins, Philadelphia Flyers 
and New York Islanders. The biggest 
benefits have accrued to St. Louis Blues, 
Minnesota North Stars, Chicago Black 
Hawks and Toronto Maple Leafs. And there 
is a bonus for the Canucks and Los Angeles 
Kings in a considerably-lightened travel 
load.
There is some unhappiness with the 
realignment, particularly from the clubs 
which now get to host top draws like the 
islanders, Canadiens and Flyers only three 
times every two seasons. But there is 
compensation in the promise of keen
struggles for division titles.
* *■ *
Even the Islanders could be in for one. 
The Stanley Cup champions, overall leaders 
last season with 110 points and at their peak 
as a team, do figure to win handily in the 
. Patrick Division but there is a fair chance of 
a challenge from their cross-town rivals.
Hampered by injuries,the Rangers 
managed only 74,points last season but they 
uncovered some, fine young talent, came on 
strong at the finish and have made an im- 
' portant addition in Mike Rogers, who led the 
Whalers in scoring the past two seasons. The 
Rangers should, at the least, be one of the 
league’imost improved clubs, and if they get 
good goalkeeping they could be the story of 
the season.
The Flyers, who had 97 points last season, 
could be: bothersome but it’s more likely 
they’ll drop back a bitperhaps even far
enough to become involved with the 
Penguins (73) and the Capitals (70) in a 
struggle for the division’s third and fourth 
playoff spots.
There is no doubt about who won’t make 
it in the Adams Division. The safest 
prediction of all is that the Whalers, in with 
four of last season’s top 11 clubs, will finish 
fifth. Canadiens, third overall last season 
and winner of the Vezina Trophy, despite 
much-publicized goalkeeping problems, may 
have the edge over Buffalo Sabres because of 
the Canada Cup injury suffered by Gil 
Perreault.
But Scotty Bowman is again behind the 
Buffalo bench and the Sabres should be 
more forceful, and less dull than they were 
with Roger Neilson calling the coaching 
shots. Boston Bruins will do well to match 
last season’s 87 points but the Nordiques (78) 
have the firepower to challenge if they can 
tighten up on defence.
it it it
Things shouldn’t be easy in the Norris 
Division for the Blues, last .season’s surprise 
with 107 points. Young and fast, the North 
.Stars may have the best depth of talent in the 
league, and if defencemen Gary Sargent, out 
last season with injuries, and Bill Nyrop, 
returning at 29 after a two-season 
retirement, still have it, the Minnesotans 
could go all the way. A sound club, the 
Hawks should finish third but the Leafs will 
find Detroit Red Wings and Winnipeg Jets 
improved and shouldn’t take a playoff spot 
for granted.
Certainly nothing can be taken for granted 
in the Smythe Division. The Kings, even 
without the injury to Charlie Simnier, would 
surprise again if they can match last season’s 
99 points. They may not be able to finish 
ahead of the Flames (92) and could also trail 
the young, fast, eager and promising 
Edmonton Oilers if Wayne Gretzky has a 
healthy season. Nor is it out of line to suggest 
that the Canucks, who could get the 
division’s best goaltending, might challenge 
if everything comes up roses. On the other 
hand, being the Canucks, they might find 
themselves battling the likely-to-be- 
improved Rockies for the fourth payoff 
spot.
There will be changes — new success 
stories and new disappointments and up- 
and-down movement which could be con­
siderably affected by injuries or a couple of 
hot goalkeepers — but it’s easy to believe 
that the overall picture won’t be too altered 
when the season is over.















Tablo model with oloctronic 


















































After losing their first three games, 
Penisula Rovers got in the win column with a 
2-1 victory over Gorge Canadians in a 
Division 6C2 Lower Island Soccer contest 
Saturday.
Peter Buitendyk scored both Rover goals 
in the first half. Canadians’ goal came on a 
penalty kick. Ian Caldwell, Mike Ritzer and 
Greg Fidler also played well for Rovers.
In Division 5B Peninsula Warriors lost 4-1 
to Juan de Fmca Deken Electric. Warriors 
are losing coach Malcolm Buchanan, who 
has been with them since they were a 9D 
team.
Peninsula Tornados in Division 8 North 
snowed under Gordon Head Sambos with 
five unanswered goals. Mark Bunting got 
two and Craig Robson, David Milligan and 
Nicholas Nolan one each.
Peninsula Steelers played to a scoreless tie 
with Oak Bay United Chargers. David 
Doyle, Scott Mahon and Kenny Wright did 
an outstanding job in, holding off a strong 
attack by Chargers, in the first half.
Peninsula Top Cats went down to a 3-0 
defeat at the hands of an experienced Village 






Glenn Hallworth [right] was winner of men's final in tennis 
tournament played Friday at Panorama Leisure Centre. He 
defeated Steven Gibb [left] 6-0, 6-1, John Green Photo
Velo bikers’ 
workshop
Sidney Velo bicycle club is holding a bike 
workshop starting at 10 a.m. Oct. 10 at the 
old firehall in Saanichton.
The workshop, being followed by a short 
ride, will cover bicycle set up, riding 
positions, what gears to use for varying 
conditions, how to ride, safety factors, 
getting fit for distance riding, hints and tips 
on touring and many other points important 
to those who wish to become proficient 
riders for both fitness and pleasure, says club 
member Derek Mallard.
After a general instructional' period in- 
cuding numerous “on the bike’’ demon­
strations, cyclists attending the workshop 
will be assisted to set up their own bicycles to 
properly match their own physical dimesions 
and characteristics. These set-ups will be 
lurther checked during a short ride after the 
workshop.
The workshop and subsequent ride is open 
to lO-speed riders from junior and senior 
high schools in the Saanich school district 
and to all adult cyclists in the Capital 
Regional District. A fee of 50 cents for 
students and $1. for adults will be charged.
The Sidney Velo cycling club consists 
primarily of veteran riders (aged over 35 
yeais) with a sprinkling of capable younger 
riders. Various of these cyclists compete in 
racing events, engage in long tours and all 
ride together every Sunday.
SPORTS
phone 656-1151
WPLL HELP YHy JET THEUE!
A MUST FOR EVERY HOLIDAY
TKML ftLMi CLOCKS
•Battery *Wincl-Lip or •Quartzmatic. Many styles to 
choose from
' AT . ■
RUST’S JEWELLERS
2433 BEACON AVE. 056-2532
PLAI^^i»iG. '
4 TiiP? : ■
Before you leave, it is good to know you can 
travel with the best
:';'r:CH00SE: either:”
“I. ROYAL EXCESS RSEDiCAL 
& HOSPITAL SNSURANCE
: 'Or
2. ROYAL HOLIDAY PACKAGE
CONTACT
SALVADOR INSURANCE AGENCIES LTD.
2481 Beacon Avenue
Sidney, B.C. V8L3S3 656-39511
Let Os Help You 









. :.. because we believe that
When you succeed we succeed
1183 Verdier Ave. 
Brentwood Bay 
652-1173
5th & Beacon - Driftwood Centre
OUR AIR CANADA 
RESERVAC II eoMputER i 
WILL BE IN THE 
SIDNEY OFFICE THIS WEEki-
soTor'''''::'''-'''-:"'-
INSTANT CONFORMATIONS 
on all"T ■' =..■>; ■ / .............
Winter Sun SppLDestinations
/:■
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(RETURN) FROM AS LOW AS
HONOLULU $339 $359 $379 $339
LOS ANGELES $Ui9 $179 , $190 ^ $139
BARBADOS $!)6() $590 $530
FT. LAUDERDALE $3/U $345
ORLANDO $395 , ■ $41!,i ;
.$599
$335
ST I IJCIA \ $'■'09
CANCUN $-179 ' $500 $399
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Last year a group of 
hoop enthusiasts 
organized recreational 
basketball in Sidney, 
with 14 young men 
from 19 to 40 taking 
part. They played on 
Friday nights at 
Sidney elementary 
school, picking up 
two teams from those 
who turned out.
They even played in 
a couple of tour­
naments with teams 
from Salt Spring 
Island and Gibsons.
This year several of 
the players have left 
town or dropped out 
for other reasons, and 
there are problems 
caused by the in­
creased cost of using 
school facilities. So 
far five men and two 
women have signed up 
and if there are a half 
dozen more interested 
the program will go 
ahead.
Anyone wanting 
information can call 
Gary Searing at 479- 
4875 or Cliff Ruttan 
at 656-1439.
Pile-up in front of Weatherguard nets resulted in lone 
goal for Merchants during their 6-1 defeat Friday night
in Sidney Men’s Hockey League play at Panorama 
Leisure Centre. Tom Cronk Photo
FAST, EFFICIENT SERVICE
IN












NO JOB TOO BIG OR TOO SMALL 
CALL 656-5581




- established in Sidney in 1970 —
BLANEY
One-sided victories 
were the rule in the 
first week’s play of 
the Sidney Men’s 
Recreational Hockey 
league at Panorama 
/ leisure Centre.
to Sidney Freight.
Goal scorers for' 
Sidney Freight were 
Norm Gabrielli, Kerri 
Lewis, Tim Shumka, 
Dave Sparling and 
Tom Brooks. Ken
', By ■ '
LY ALL RIDDELL
Congratulations to 
Ron Maughan, who 
has a 118 average in 
the Golden Age
Please call 656-6422 or 
IAN BIANEY 384-8078
forWeather guard Shop ' Glove r : sb or e d 
defeated i Rebels 9-L -^ Merl^liants^^'-’ ’ 
Wednesday; and then Mike Millar scored 
beat ; Peninsulathree times and Daryl 
. Merchants 6-1 Friday. : Reading twice in 
Merchants were also Weatherguard’s 
,on the short end victory over Rebels. 
Wednesday, losing 5-1 Doug Murray, AI
Woodcock, Steve 
Ormond and Jim 
Mclntire also scored 
for the winners, Larry 
Bednarz for the 
losers. /
On Friday Daryl
N^urray, /Mike Millar,/ Maughan,
Jim Pickering,/Brock; ^274); :Gwen . Mason,




Golden Age . —
Gharles Reid,, 750
Dennison and ^Keith 








Residential & Commercial 
All types of home furniture.
ftfff all upholstery material
/O UTI until October 31.
FREE in home 
ft & B ^ ESTIMATES
BOUT TOPS yj 656-6213






Ladies Lil Blow, 
653 (254); Joy Scott, 




-- C. Dobson, 716 
(260); M. Heywood, 
713 (283); H.
Nyzinski, 704 (280).
Y.B;C. — Senior, 
Mike Pearson, 494 
(195); Junior, Mike 
Farmer, 533 (198);
.lulie Mathews, 477 
(187); Bantams, 
Julianna Rangel, 390, 
(148); Pcc-wccs (two 
games) —- Ian 
Luscombe, 221 (124); 














With air the Other problems 
of operating a small business, it’s 
sometimes easy to put off or 
overlook the responsibility of 
ensuring that your business is 
protected by the Workers’ 
Compensation Board.
And that could be one of 
the most expensive omissions 
you ever made.
Because, if one of your 
workers is involved in an on 
the-job accident, you would 
be liable for the entire 
cost of his Injuries and 
rehabilitation—a cost that
could be many times that of 
compensation coverage.
Don’t risk it. A simple phone 
call or visit to any W.C.B. office will 
give you ail the information you 
need about compuisoiy or elective 
coverage. You’ll find that, for a 
small cost, you can buy a big piece 
of “peace of mind”.
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Power e.iid . , ,
Consiruciion of 
.sidewalks at the 
Keaiiag C’ross Road 
reeonsirueliou project 
is scheduled lo hegin 
I his week, says 
C'cmral Saanich Aid. 
Dick Sliarpc.
EMPLOYEES: if you’re not sure 
about your coverage, discuss 
this ad with your employer 
or call the Assessment 
Department In your nearest 
W.C.B. office.
You Gould WynV^
Drop by your hranth lotl«iv 
and Jti'l all Hie details!
Somebody
Cares!
Cares il you aio new in town 
and fuel kinri of lost, ilyou'vfi jus! added ,s new son or dauiyuoi to your f,imily; II Ht has finally asked you lo bocorne lus wile; It you or
r-
’ OF 0Rm$H''‘TmmniA
saisS Homnet Streot. Vancouvni; a C Vbe' Jtfl, ToSipsonti fCiO'Qi'll, loio* Od-SOmtS
sQcinicIi piznlnscila 
savings cradit union
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Pioneer dentist dies
Seniors — new to Sidney? Don’t 
know anyone? The Silver 
Threads Centre offers classes, 
activities and a warm welcome. 
Drop in to 10030 Resthaven or 
call us at 656-5537. tf
The People’s Law School in co­
sponsorship with the Law Centre 
and Sidney library is offering a 
free course on RRSPs and 
RHOSPs and RRlFs 7:30 - 9:30 
p.m. Oct. 21 at Sidney library on 
Beacon Ave. Course is free but 
please pre-register by calling 656- 
3713. 41
Harvest bazaar, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Oct. 24 at St. Elizabeth Church 
on 3rd Street, Sidney. Tea room, 
lucky 7, books, plants, clothes,, 
hobby crafts, classy junque, fish 
pond produce, religious articles, 
raffles. 42
Sidney Film Association presents 
Our Man in Havana, starring 
Alec Guinness at 8 p.m. Oct. 16 
at Sidney elementary school. 41
A Vegetarian Thanksgiving 
Potluck Supper will be held by 
the Vancouver.Island Vegetarian 
Association at 5:30 p.m. Oct. 10 
in the Knights of Pythias Hall, 
9760 - 4th Street, Sidney.
Everyone welcome, bring food to 
share, also plates, cups, eating 
utensils. Musical entertainment 
and books for sale. For more 
information call Pat at 656-6583. 
■'■40
The Peninsula Minor Hockey 
Association’s dance takes place 
at Sanscha Hall, Beacon Avenue, 
Sidney, starting 8 p.m. through 1 
a.m. Nov. 14. Denny’s Canned 
Music, $10 a group, for more 
information call 652-4766. 45
Central Saanich seniors meet the 
first and third Thursdays in the 
month at 2 p.m. in the Lions 
Hall, East Saanich Road. A 
planned program is offered. tf
Learn and grow with your child.
Cordova Bay Co-operative Pre­
school is accepting registration 
for three and four-year-olds. For 
more information call Brigitte 
Moore at 652-4523. tf
Dr. William Bryce, a member of a poineer 
North Saanich family, and one of the first 
dentists to practice in the area, died Sept. 4 
at the age of 94.
He had lived on Mills Road for about 35 
years, but spent weekends at the family 
home there for many years before that.
His parents, James and Jane Hunter 
Bryce, were born in Canada of English- 
Seottish descent. James Bryce came to 
Victoria before the CPR was completed. His 
wife and daughter, now Mrs. Elizabeth 
Merryfield, came later by train, and William 
Wilson Bryce was born in Victoria, July 6, 
1887.
After living in Victoria for nearly 20 years 
the senior Bryces bought 400 acres to farm in 
North Saanich, including land which is now 
part of the airport. In partnership with 
Bryce’s brother they also owned Sidney 
Island.
They lived in a large stone house on the 
property now taken over by the airport and 
which has since been demolished. They also 
ow'iied the house at 1424 Mills Road w'herc 
Dr. Bryce and Mrs. Merryfield have lived for 
more than 30 years.
Dr. Bryce attended public school in 
Victoria and then worked as a salesman for 
the B. Wilson store there. He studied
dentistry at North Pacific College in Oregon 
graduating in 1923, and set up practice in 
Victoria.
His parents died in the 1930s, but when he 
closed his Victoria practice in the mid ‘40s he 
moved to the Mills Road house, bringing 
with him portable equipment with which he 
operated a part-time practice in the Sidney 
area.
Dr. Bryce was fond of hiking in his youth, 
and continued taking morning walks until 
three years ago. He also drove his car until 
he was 91. He was an avid photographer, 
and a musician, having played the violin in 
his younger years.
He was a life-long member of the Masonic 
Lodge in Victoria, and although his 
background was Presbyterian, took an active 
interest in many peninsula churches, in­
cluding St. Paul’s United Church and the 
Seventh Day Adventist Church.
He is survived by his sister, Mrs. 
Merryfield, a nephew. Dr. Lloyd Merryfield 
and wife Ella, of Seattle, and a grand
nephew, William Merryfield, in Delaware.




JUST WHAT YOU 
HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR!
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
(STAG) Clubhouse, 2304 Oak­
ville, behind Sanscha Hall.
Special events: Oct. 9 and 23 —
■ two movie nights in Victoria', v 
youngsters should meet at the 
clubhouse, 6 p.m. sharp. 40
Bluewater Cruising Association 
meetings have, begun for the 
season and are being held at the 
Panorama leisure Centre. The 
Oct. 14 meeting features a slide 
show by Chris Law “Yacht 
Groaise’’ onecruising Canada’s 
east coast. Meetings start at 7:30 
p.m., members $2 (membership 
cards required), guest $3. For 
more information call Muriel 
656-2327 after 6 p.m. 40
Saanich Parents for French plans 
a general meeting at 7:30 p.m. 
Oct. 8 at Keating elementary 
school. Guest speaker is Dr. Jeff 
Mills. 40
Countryside Preschool is a 
parent-owned co-operative in 
Central Saanich for three and 
four-year-old children and 
currently accepting registration. 
For more information call Mrs. • 
Holly Clifford at 652-4650. tf
Scottish Country Dancing starts 
up in Sidney again this year with 
two local teachers — Bob Vroom 
and Lucy Whitehouse — who 
have passed the preliminary 
examinations of the Royal 
Scottish Dance Society. Anyone 
interested in becoming involved 
in this dancing'may call 656-2128 
or 656-6107. tf
Sidney Ladies Barbershop 
Chorus needs ladies voices in all, 
ranges. The group meets 
Mondays at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Masonic Hall, 4th Street. NP 
auditions and singers don’t need' 
to ;be able to read : music.? The 
chorus sings for fun and 
friendship. Come and listen w'ith 
no obligation or call 656-7828. tf 
Sidney Twirlers and Drum Corps 
lessons Thursdays 5 - 9 p.m. at 
Sidney elementary school. Call 
'656-6098. tf
Sidney Preschool is offering a 
quality play program for three 
and four-year-old children. For 
registration call Linda New at 
656-7654 or Marge Friesen at 
656-5133. The preschool is a non­
profit organization. tf
Yellow Tag items half-price at 
• Salvation Army Thrift stores 
during October. Store locations 
— 2nd Street, Sidney and 7174 
West Saanich Road, Brentwood 
Bay. 43
Mr. and Mrs. C.G. Bainbridge have 
returned to their home at 8591 Lochside 
Drive after enjoying a two-week holiday 
visiting friends and relatives in Toronto.
Mr. and Mrs. W.T. Ross, 1033 Verdier 
Avenue, enjoyed a four-week holiday in 
B.C., Alberta and Saskatchewan, visiting 
friends and relatives. The highlight of the 
holiday was a reunion of Mrs. Ross’ family 
held at Jasper,which included her mother 
and eight members out of a family of nine, 
and many grandchildren and great­
grandchildren.
Mayor and Mrs. Eric Sherwood returned 
Sept. 25 from a three-week holiday: that 
ineluded the.Union of B.C. Municipl^ilie.s’ 
meeting in Vancouver and a (rain trip to 
Toronto and Ottawa where they visited their 
sons Len and Eric and two new grand­
children.
Both sons \vere formerly iiv"the arrtied 
services, but are now in business. ;L;en and his 
wife Jean live in Toronto arid Ei;ic and Peggy 
\ in Ottawa.'^':.';'';«■ .'f'.l-vf
They enjoyed the trip across, the country 
by train — the first time they have travelled 
that why‘but flew back via ‘‘airbus’/, on a
LADIES ’WEARj
is coming to town.
WATCH F0^ THE '
mme
OUil SECOND ST0IIE at 
iEACOH and 3rd in
SUSANNE McCALLUM 
SUSANNE'S BEAUTY TIP
The two overwhelming causes of foot problems 
are badly fitting shoes and neglect of proper took 
care.
A pedicure is an extremely relaxing and 
beneficial treatment for your feet. Toe nails are cut 
and shaped and cuticles ^are pushed back and 
removed. A fine abrasive crearn removes dead skin 
cells and leaves feet soft and supple; Callouses are 
removed and smoothed with pumice apd feet are 
massaged with nourishing lotions and polish is ap­
plied if preferred. : ' ■
By clipping out this ad and bringing it in with 
you, a five dollar reduction is taken off a “Deep 
Pre-Cleanse” or a “Pedicure.” This special offer 
applies for the next two weeks only. So indulge 
yourself todayl I’ll be pleased to hear from you.
204-2405 BEACON AVE.
Upper Mall, Town Square 656-2233




The University of 
Victoria Law Students 
Free Legal Infor­
mation Clinic will 
answer questions to 
legal problems so you 
can be sure you need 
alawyer before paying 
for one.
Clinic hours arc at 
James Bay Coni- 
iiuinity Centre, 140 
Oswego, Tuesday iind 
Thursday 7 - 9 p.ni., 
UVic Campus, room 
12.5, Begbic Building, 
Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday. 2:30 - 
4:30 p.m. and Fer- 
nwood Comunity 
Centre, 1240 Glad­
stone, Saturdays, 9:30 
a.m.-noon.
The services is free 
and tliere arc no 
eligibility 
requirements.









for four days only 
in the Oak Room 
Oak Bay Beach Hotel
Sunday, October 11 thru Tuesday, October 13 




•Big Batch Reg. W5.............‘-...■.oni.y*25.49
•Salton Rog.'23.95 .ONLY'20.29
OFF ®YogoTherm Reg,'16.75 ,. ... ..only'14.29 ^
WE SELL BREAD FROM THE HUNGARIAN BAKERY (SUGAR FREE)
THESE VERY FINE CARPETS HAVE BEEN ACCEPTED 
AS ONE OF THE FEW INVESTMENTS WHICH KEEP ABREAST OF INFLATION.
Also on exhibition and not tor sale are two unique tapestries Irom the famous Windsor Collec­
tion: “Merlin and Vivian: or, For Merlin Told the Charm and Slept”; 1879-81, and 
"Guinevere; or, Lo, I Forgive Thee”, 1880.
Ossendryver Galleries International
Dealers In rare Oriental corpots and tapostrlos
Great Split Rock Route







Your Nutritional Siipor Market
TRAFALGAR SQUARE SHOPPIHG CENTRE
ft. .■ Thr* flmuhi.nnfhP Ih' f'Pilt' dI Wakfithqlrm I) C
' .'irid Jl rimmlmf ri! Ihp Mi’liPprilil.iii Mu'Tum. York
Brentwood Bay, B.C. Phone 6.S242I1













Fall fair trophy winners I The Buzz
$EaiON2
Dairy Cattio • Jorsoy — Burbidgo Memorial Cup • Rose Bowl with 
Handles, Grand Champion Bull • Regislown Jerseys. City of Vic­
toria Challenge Cup for Cow with Best Udder • Doer Haven Farm. 
F.G. Cope Challenge Trophy for Junior Champion Cow • Deerhaven 
Farm. W.C. Nico Challenge Cup, best herd of 4 females • J.A. 
Wright,,Warwick Jerseys. Eric W. Hamber Cup. Grand Champion 
Cow • Deerhaven Farm. Jack Savage Memorlol Trophy for Best 
Female bred and owned by exhibitor - Deerhoven Form. Royal 
Bonk Challenge Cup for most points in Jersey Section • Deerhaven 
Farm. Mrs. H.E. Burbidge Cup. Senior Champion Cow • Deerhaven 
Farm.
Holstein Trophies — Scott & Peden Trophy, Junior Champion 
Cow - Sunnyvale Form. T.L. Callander Memorial Trophy. Grand 
Champion Holstein Bull • Judge Farms. V.l, Holstein Club, Grand 
Champion Cow - Judge Farms.
SEaiON3
Beef Cottle — Woodward's Challenge Cup for best beef onimal 
in show • W. Steffler. James Turner Trophy fro Grand Champion 
Shorthorn Bull - W. Steffler, A. Turner Memorial Trophy for Best 
Angus Cow in Show - Jim and Cathy Fox.
SEaiON 10
Cereals, Forage & Field Roots — Vancouver Milling & Groin Co. 
Challenge Cup for most points in Section 10 — Tie ■ E. Roper, Mrs. 
M. Bartlett.
SECTION 12
Vegetobles — Brown's Nursery Grand Aggrogote Challenge Cup 
for most points in vegetobles - Mar Farms. Scott Cup for collection 
of Vegetables, Class 403 - Mar Farms. A.H. Higgs Trophy for most 
entries in the Vegetable Section • Mar Farms.
SECTION 13
Fruit ~ Holloway Cup for most points in Fruit • J.E. Nimmo. 
Michell-Trugoose Challenge Cup for most points covering all 
Sections. Main HoH • Horry Van Dyk. Green Cross Challenge 
Trophy for Highest Aggregate in Fruit. Vegetobles & Flowers ■ 
Horry Van Dyk.
SECTION 15
Preserved Foods — Mrs. W. D. Michell Challenge Trophy for 
most points in Section 15 - S. Morris. Simpson Sears Prize for 
highest points in Set ion 15 - S. Morris.
SECTION 14
Flowers — J.S. Carlow Challenge Trophy for most points in
"mum" Division - Allan Hall. Shelbourne Greenhouses Perpetual 
Trophy for most points In Dahlia Division • Harry Von Dyk. C.J.V.I. 
Challenge Trophy for most points in Glodiola Division - L. Moore. 
Butler Bros. Grand Aggregate Trophy, most points in Section 14. 
other than arrangements • H. Van Dyk. Saanich Peninsula Credit 
Union Trophy for Best Marigold • T. Michell. Buckerfiold's Trophy 
for most points in Plants • A. Lowros. Trovolodgo Trophy, Best 
Arrangement - Bea Richmond.
SECTION 17
Honey — Simon Hodgson Memorial Trophy for best liquid honey 
in show • F. Pennie. Bobe's Honey Trophy Shield for Best Comb 
Honey in Show • R. Messum. B.C.H.P. Assn,. Capital Region 
Division, Rose Bowl for Best Beeswax in Show - C. Stanhope. 
SECTION 18
Needle Arts & Crafts — Special Trophy in Memory of Mrs. Alex 
M. Scott to Saanich Peninsula Exhibitor with most poiiWs in Section 
18' A. Callow.
SECTION 19
Junior Section — Special Prize for Exhibitor wllh most points • 
Morio Eis. Mrs. Gibson's Trophy for most outstanding article in 
Junior Sewing • Jill Turner.
SECTION 20
Photography — Hirst & Flintoff Trophy for Best Colour Tran* 
sporency • M.G. Nunn.
SECTION 24
Winemaking — Wine Art Trophy for Dry White Wine - R.Y. 
McNeil. Fermenthous Trophy for Dry Red Wine • J.S. Lord. Fer- 
menthous Trophy lor Best Beer • G. Barkley. Fermenthous Trophy 
for Best Ale • S. Lefeber. Special Brentwood Women’s Institute. 
Silver Serving Spoon for Most Points in Section 18 - A. Callow. 
SECTION 25
Cage Birds - A. Bowker Trophy. Best Budgerigar - J. Pendray. 
V.I.C.B.S. Trophy, Best Opposite Budgerigar - Bruce Tinkler. 
V.I.C.B.S. Trophy, Best Champion Budgerigar • J. Pendray.
Most Points in Fall Flowers • Mabel Michell.
Most Points in Section 16 - Carl Johnson.
Junior • Most Points in Vegetables, Sam Arrowsmith Award • 
Maria Eis.
Junior • Flowers • Sam Arrowsmith Award • Maria Eis.
Sonds Memorial Trophy, Best Lady Rider • Wendy Hunt.
Most Outstanding Exhibit in Section 16 - Household Arts • M. 
Stanlake.
Rangel in CFAX phone-in show on Hatch Point
' North Sanich Aid. Jay Rangel will team 
up with Maureen Dunsmuir on Bill Ozard’s 
phone-in show on CFAX, 10 - 11 p.m. 
tonight (Wednesday). Rangel has been in­
vited to talk about Hatch Point. Dunsmuir 
represents the Saanich Inlet Preservation 
Society which is trying to prevent Chevron 
establishing oil tanks at Hatch Point.
Join the Air Cadets
'(7^0
to serve
?*^Fie|d Trips in Canada & the U.S.A.
^Fiying^^^ ^Navigation
*Jet & Rocket Propulsion
,* Photography * Floor H ockey
1^11: of; the^above ancl much more i
\:M
a cadet you wiii be proud to wear the distinctive
uniform, Jearn to :wbrk :vyith"y^ and
the opportunity To ^attend summer courses at
I
V;





If you are between the ages of 13 & 18 years and want to join, come on down
October 8 or 15 at 7 p.m. to our Headquarters located on Canora in the 
Industrial section of the Victoria International Airport 
or phone after 7 p.m. any Tuesday or Thursday evening — 656-4423.
For further information call Major Perry at 636-4542 








Stelly’s was very 
pleased to welcome 
120 parents to our 
recent parent and 
teacher night, a 
special time for them 
to come and meet 
teachers. It also gave 
teachers an op­
portunity to talk 
about what students 
are learning in specific 
classes.
Our senior boys soccer team played an
excellent game, winning the first of the %
season against Oak Bay on Sept. 28. 
Congratulations to Richie Sampson and 
Rob Sam who were the two goal scorers. 
The team is under the capable coaching of 
Bob Lee.
A special computer has been installed at 
Stelly’s to enable students to research a 
career they are interested in. The 
CHOICES computer weighs the aptitudes 
and preferences .of the student and then 
gives a list of careers that might be 
suitable. Over 80 students have used the 
computer terminal and many others are
1
i
expected to use it over the full school i
year.
Everyone from grades 9 to 12 has the 
opportunity to use it, as well as the staff. 
Our grateful thanks to Mrs. Kathryn 
Turgeon for operating the CHOICES 
program.
Congratulations to winners of the
Stelly’s annual car and bike rally held last
Friday. In the car rally, first place goes to || 
Pat Fox, second Lori Croe, third Ray i 
Francis. In the bike rally, first place went ^ 
to Mike Derjarlais. i
TOPS Chapter 
B.C. 980, Brentwood 
Bay enjoyed a good 
summer with two 
members reaching 
their goals and who 
are now KOPS-in- 
Waiting: — Louise 
Noble and Jean 
Grandmaison.
The best loser for 
June was Jean 
Grandmaison; best 
for July, Margaret 
Honkanen; and best 
for August, Martha 
McKecknie.
Best weekly losers 
were Jean Grand­
maison, Sue Barker, 
Margaret Legare, 
Margaret Honkanen, 
Vi Quesnelle, Patty 
Voth, Louise Noble, 




Gilmour and Ruth 
McPherson.
Twelve-week at­
tendance charms were 
won by Mildred 
Foster, Audrey 
Giroux, Debbie Gore- 
Langton, J oyce 
Armour, Molly 
Essery, Margaret 
Legare and Jean 
Grandmaison.
Featherweight 
charms for coming 
back from holidays 
“lighter” were won 
by Lucy Patterson,
JUST WHAT YOU 
HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR!
Lyla Walker and 1 
Martha McKecknie; s 
and eight-week ;• 
charms for steady ■ 
weight loss were won ) 
by Margaret Legare 
and Margare:t j 
Honkahen. f
LADIES -WEAIQ,
is coming to town.
I GRANT’S
WATCH FOR THE
GRAND OPENING of 
OUR SECOND STORE at 










All • kinds of fencing — 
residential, commercial, 
farm.
"Good Fences Make Good 
Neighbours"
2070 KEATING XRD. 
652-3522







Buses In tho Capital Region Transit System will operate on 
tho Thanksgiving Day weekend as tollowa:
iliiili'
Saturday, October 10, 1981 — Regular Saturday Service 
Sunday, October 11, 1981 — Regular Sunday Service 
Monday, Thanksgiving Day — Regular Holiday Service
i'll'
Don't forget the Monthly 
Bus Pass for conveni­
ence nnd savings.
I'handy DART* Custom 
Transit passengers: to 
request a trip, dial 
381-DART.
382-6161
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Flying, gliding all part Inventors not In need
Want to learn to fly, glide, shoot, play in a 
band, attend survival trips, learn navigation, 
play floor hockey?
Youngsters aged 13 - 19 can do all these 
things — and more — if they join Squadron 
676 (Kinsmen) Air Cadet. The squadron has 
some 79 members and needs 10 more 
recruits, says public relations officer Eric 
Lewis.
The young people meet regularly one night 
a week but there’s something going on every 
night, Lewis says. Recruits may be boys or 
girls — both sexes enjoy the many activities 
the squadron provides as well as the op­
portunity to learn to fly— free.
Normally it would cost $1,500 to get a 
pilot’s licence. Air cadets first learn to glide, 
then gravitate to power flight, then train in 
jet aircraft. They finally take their pilot’s 
licence. — and it hasn’t cost them a cent. 
Lewis-says.
Other interests for cadets which are 
catered for in the squadron include 
photography, first aid, drill, trips and even 
joining army combat troops on exercise.
Youngsters interested in joining the air 
cadets can call Major Perry at 656-4542 or 
Eric Lewis at 656-2868.
And if there’s anyone out there who’d like 
to be a band instructor, please call Perry or 
Lewis.
From Lethbridge it 
may be a little hard to 
tell Saanichton from 
Sidney, or perhaps it’s 
the CBC that has that 
problem.
Anyway the in­
ventors of a new type 
of automobile engine 
that a Lethbridge man 
saw on TV last year
aren’t from Sidney — 
their shop is in 
Saanichton.
Joe Walcer and 
Frank Davies got a lot 
of publicity a while 
back, in newspapers 
as well as on TV, but 
they aren’t looking 
for any right now.
Nor are they
looking for financing, 
which is what the
Lethbridge man 
wanted to offer them.
The Review ran a 
story last week after
the man from Leth­
bridge called in The
Review office seeking 
“The inventors’’.
Silver Threads
Newly-enrolled cadets Alex Nelson and Tina Lewis receive 
uniforms. Anyone who missed recruitment night should visit 
the 676 Squadron Kinsmen Air Cadet building at 7p.m. Oct. 
7 or 14.
Silver Threads at 
10030 Resthaven 
Drive, Sidney, is open 
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. week­
days, 7-9 p.m. 
evenings and 1 - 4 
p.m. Saturday and 
Sunday. Lunches, 
teas, coffees, cards, 
library, billiards, wide 
variety craft classes, 
recreational activities.
languages, trips, etc.
If you arc 60 or 
better Silver Threads 
would like to hear 
from you. Please call 
656-5537. Coming 
events: Oct. 24 — 
Klondike nite. 
Special: On Oct. 12 

















DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
Home of SUPEsR savings!
Prices Effective: in Downtown Sidney
OCT. 7 - iOth Across from Sidney Hotel













MAPLE LEAF WEEK 










SAUSAGE snog.. . . . .
CANADA M‘A’ BEEF
ROYAICITT
PUMPKIN ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
14 oz. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  •
DOLE
PINEAPPLE
Packed in Juice. 19 oz. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OCEAN SPRAY CRANBERRY
APPLE DRINK
1.14 kg.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OCEAN SPRAY
CRANBERRY
Sauce. 14 oz. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HARVEST
MARGARINE
3 111 . ................
KELLOGG
RAISIN BRAN
800g..... . . . . . .
KELLOGG
CORNFLAKES
675g.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
E.D. SMITH
KETCHOP
32,oz. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
QUIK INSTANT
CHOCOLATE
Ikg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NESCAFE INSTANT
COFFEE
10 oz... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRESH YOUNG

































































IVilb. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SUNLIGHT LIQUID
DETERGENT
1 LITRE............ . . . . . . .
COLEMAN
HOT MUSTARD









Packed in Juice. 14 oz. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79'
99' CLDVEKIEAF FUKEDLIGHT TUNA6‘/)oz... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $109
$199 ROYAL CinCREAMED CORN
14 01.......................... ............ . 59'
OLD SOUTH
ORANGE JUICE
12 oz.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
YORK
BRUSSELS SPROUTS






ea. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
iSLAHS FARMS
ICE CREAM






























FURNISHED HOUSE, suitable mature 
couple (prairie people preferred). 
Available Nov. Ist. to April 15th. 
must have references. $350 p.m. plus 
utilities. 4055-40
FURNISHED 2 BEDROOM split level. 






Very clean, 2 B.R. starter or 
retirement home, in Sidney.
BEST WESTERN POCO MOTOR INN 
offers the best of accommodation 
and dining in Lower Mainland at 1545 
Lougheed. No:7 Highway, toll-free 
reservations call 800-268-8993. na-40
2 BEDROOM HOUSE furnished. No 
pets or children. Roosonable rent 
plus utilities. Available November 1st 




Garden Cleanups, Gutters 
cleaned, odd jobs, light 
hauling.




Townhouse in quiet, well 





New on market, 
home close to 
Marinas and bus.
$119,500
1 year old, 3 B.R. split on 





Member - Victoria M.L.S.




Low price factory salvage glass. Cut 
to size. 24 oz. 75c sq. ft.; 32 oz. $1.25; 
3/16 $1.50: plate,'$1.75. Bronze
tint, 24 oz. $1.00: 3/16 $2.00. Works 
at 9750 • 4th St. SIdnoy, Open Mon. - 
Fri. 12:30 • 4 p.m., Saturday 8 a.m. - 







2 ZEBRA FINCHES with cage, $25: 2 
Society Finches with cage, $30 . 656- 
0265 . 40 68-40
2 PIECE SECTIONAL chesterfield, by 





REDUCING HERD SIZE SIAAMENTAL 
COWS, Heifers, Calves. '/,, y. Pure. 
Mostly A-1 breeding, including 
Signal. Approximately 100 head. 
Purebred Bull, 4 years, sired Beat. 
Reasonoble prices Phone 112-826- 
997 6 (Mgtsqui, B.C.) na-40
Real Estate
$169,000
Price redcuction on this 
super energy efficient, well 
built home.
To view any one of the 






1:30 - 4:30 p.m.
Sat. Sun. Mon.
Come and view this ex­
ceptional village of modular 
homes. For the comfort of 
all, recreation facilities and 
landscaping will really 
please you. Thanksgiving 
week-end might prove to be 
decision time for you.
QUIET. CLEAN steadily employed 
older gontleman/handyman and avid 
sport fisherman requires reasonobly 
priced Apartment, suite or cottogo, 
Brentwood area, November 1. Can 
supply excellent references. 112-642- 
4979 collect. 4046-41
MATURE ADULTS with references 
require large home in rural setting. 
Tools ond knowledge available for 
maintenance or minor renovations. 
592-8687 after 4 p.m. 4065-40
9750 - 3rd St. 
656-0246
& Vs&m
17 CEDAR LOGS, cut in 6 ft, lengths, 
approx. 12” across. Suitable for 
making fence posts, or whatever. $40 
takes the lot. 658-8810 after 6 p.m. 40
LOG HOMESII Rustic or Con­
temporary designs available. "Kit" or 
custom built. Choose cedar or 
lodgepole Pine. Write or phone: 
Western Contemporary Log Homes. 
1272 • 56th Street, Delta, B.C. V4L 
2A4. Phone 943-4717. no-40
RUBBAGE, GARBAGE HAULED. Base 
ment and clean-up jobs. Phone 652-4035
37-if
SIDNEY NEARLY NEW. old and on-
tiques. 9781 ■2nd St. Sidney. 656*3511, 
Stan Larsen. 3954-41
URGENT. Quiet, non-smoking mature 
working woman requires small 
cottage, bachelor or. 1 bedroom 
apartment. Call Review Office. 656- 
1151, and leave message. 41
GARDEN SERVICE. Pruning. 
Von Schuckmann, 656-9184.
FULL TIME employed couple. 1-2 
bedroom house or cottage In quiet 
area. Reasonable rent in exchange 








Nearly new 4 B.r. home of 
approx. 2000 sq. ft. good 
floor plan and plenty of 
space for family and en­
tertaining. Priced to sell.
LOTS' ■
We have view properly in 
Sidney, and some good Vi 
acre and .9 acre lots in 
desirable areas of North 




HARBEL HOLDINGS LTD. Mobile 
homes located in porks on pads. 
Listings and Sales. We welcome all 
enquiries. Listings wanted. Wheel 
Estate. . Phone collect. Lower 
Moinland Division. 13647-lOOth 
Avenue, Surrey, B.C. : V3T 1H9. 112- 
’585-3622: Kamloops Division. 90-180 
Seymour Streel, Kamloops, B.C. V2C 
2E2. 1 12-372-5711. The Wheel Estate 
People; (D.L. 6747. NA-tf
(4047-41)
URINE-ERASE saves carpets! 
Guorantees removol (dog. cat. 
human) urine stains, odours, from 
carpets. Free brochurel Dept. A, 
Reidell Chemicals Ltd., Box 7500, 





3 Room groups, bachelor suites, individual 
pieces, hide-a-beds, rollaways. menth tp 
month.
833 Yates 383-3655
SUPER FINE QUARTERHORSE 
GELDING. Big, stout, and fast. Also, 
five beautiful, fancy bred quor- 
terhorse mares, also one buckskin 
filly. Phone 1 12-692-3722 evenings, 
n o -4 0
C.inopit'S C.inipRts 
PdMs A Afu'ssones 
f V.in ]o;:'S
Sltfi RfJClt'^ vViIKlOVVS
CdMitjo; Iffiiipf is Moiorhome Mdpa'.fs 
Prop.ifie Insitiii.Uions 
Van '/Wifielch.iif i.tfis 
Ha'nnii dPtJt'P Dnviru} Aids
4099 TUXEDO DR. 
Victoria, B.C. V8X 2L5 
479-3178
PIANO AND GUITAR LESSONS
available locally at PENINSULA 
MUSIC, (formerly The English Music 
Studio), For unique learning ex­
perience,. call Gil or Alister at 656- 
2242 or 656*4739. tf
OLD COUNTRY
rentals
10 PCE. PEARL DRUMS. Zildjion 
cymbals, S2.500. 381-3191. 4058-41
72 MERCURY COMET, 2 door, 6 
cylinder automatic. Radio, $2,375. 
656-6119. 4015-47
(formerly Sidney Renlals)
9773 - 5th St, Sidney 
656-5541
WOOD WINDOWS AND DOORS! 
Guaranteed lowest prices.. Walker 
Door Ltd. Vancouver 112-266-1101, 
North Vancouver 112-985-9714, Rich­
mond 112-273-7030, Kamloops 112- 
374-3566. Nanaimo 112-758-7375. tf
1974 MAZDA WAGON, good con- 
dition. Rebuilt engine (piston), many 
new parts, new snow tires with 
wheels. $2,000. Offers. 656-6038.RTS- 
47
$100,000
Close to all amenities, this 
comfortable home on a 
quiet cul-de-sac in Sidney 
boasts a large lot with 
/ fenced ; yard and extra 
-parking: 273 BiR. Fireijlace 
and room for j Turther 
;develdpmerit:«Tt’s tough to 
/beat this for value. i ;
BRAND NEW 14 x 60(840 square feet) 
2 bedroom. Must be moved. $29,500: 





Again available for Sidney! 
and surrounding, district.; 
Good workmanship at] 
reasonable prices: 1
Also excellent c.re|«si 
available for larger jobs. ;
- 656-4133
FIREWOOD — Alder, limited supply 
of dry wood. $100/cord, delivered. 
Green alder, $90/cord, delivered. 
537-9525, 537-5714 Ganges. 3891-40
1979 FORD FAIRMONT Stotion 
Wagon. Like new, low mileage. Must 
sell. 656-3413, ask for Harold. RTS 47
3 FAMILY GARAGE SALE. October 10 
ond 11. Miscellaneous household 
Items, salt water tackle. 1263 Kanute 
Way, Brentwood Bay, 4084-40
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY. 10 a.m. - 4 
p.m. Miscellaneous lumber, color TV





MILL FIREWOOD for Sale. 16" length.
Full 3 cor'd load, $200/load, delivered 
Sidney area, book early limited 
supply. 537-5714; 537-9525, 9 - 5 p.m. 
>3857-43
1972 CHEV NOMAD Station Wagon, 4 
door 307 automatic. Tested. R^tiable 






MOTHER WITH TRAINING and ex­
perience in daycare welcomes pre- 
schoor age children into her home 
L$l;25 hour. 656-7385. / RTS-48
SUR
1978 HONDA ACCORD HATCHBACK.
Silver, with black interior. Spotless 
condition, well maintained, lady 





STUDENT WILLING TO DO ANY job 
from 4 p.m, to ?? Willing to work 
weekends. Call Karin, 652-2585 after ; 
4 p.m. Have own trahsportalion. ',
4071 -40
$39(000 
; iSiidney/resideritial building 
lots. For more informatibh 
; dh these, or the two 
properties above please call:




2481 Beacon 656-0911 
REAL ESTATE
MOUNTAIN HOTEl: replacing
summer . staff, full ' time positions 
(available,- • cooks, ^ housekeepers, 
dining room personnel. cashiers. gas 
jockeys and two truck operotbrs.
: Apply in writing to Glacier Park, 
Lodge, Rogers Pass, B.C. VOE 2S0, no- 
. 40^’';.•... ;■
FULL OR PART TIME recep­
tionist/general office work neEKied in ' 
Sidney. For more information, call ^ 
656-5446.^ 4039-40
FOR QUALITY, phone Bill. 477-3415. 
'4044-4 1 It
SIDNEY INDUSTRIAL 
This almost 1/2 acre lot is 
level, cleared, fully ser­
viced, has easy access and 
good highway exposure, 
MLS. Best buy at $i 10,000.
TIRED OF THE CITY I Escape lo your 2 
bedroom float homes and commute 
lo Victoria by boot In 10 mins. All for 
$57,900. ColI.384-8297 anylimo. 4004-
40', , ■
MATURE PART TIME concession help' 
needed, 1 or 2 nights per week and 
shift work on weekends. Application 
forms ovoiloble at the concession,




boat v/ith oars, 
4013-39
LAPWING PLACE
'/4 B.R. 2000 sq; ft. split 
level on secluded large lot. 
10'/2% Mtge. until June 




2395 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney
WANTED
Smaller home in Sidney or 
nearby. area.
Approxisnately $ 12,000 
down, vendor willing to 






GRADE 12 OR UNIVERSITY student to 
help with weekend gardening, 
general cleanup, wood splitting, etc. 
Must be able lo work on own. reply 
stating ago, experience and wage 
expected to Box "X",, c/o SIdnoy 
Review, P.O. Box 2070, Sidney VBL 
3S5, 4082-40
CHRYSLER 5 GAL. lank; Mercury 2'/. 
gal. lank, $8; with connections,. $15; 
6' oars, $20: rod holders $2. 656-2852. 
40
URGENTLY NEEDED. Person to pick 
up boy Irom morning klndorgorlon ol 
11 o'clock from Sidney school ond 
also bobysir ollorwords. 656-5474 
aftor6p,m. 4059-40
('Real Estate
(;, For Iterate; (
Sparriiii
MATURE PATIENT WOMAN lo keep 
elderly lady company ono day por 
week and occassional evenings. 
Curtols Point area. Tronsporlollon il 






2489 Beacon Avc. 
Sidney, H.C.
656-5511
Com fori able 2 bedroom 
bungalow bordering on 
park. Featnrc.s freestanding 
fircplnce, price includes 
fridge and- stove. Easy to 





MT. NEWTON ESTATES 
RENTAL TOWNHOUSES
7751 East Saanich Rd,, cnr. 
Ml, Newton X Rd. Deluxe 
lownhOLises with llroplacus, 
live appliances, Special 
(ealuros upon completion in- 
clucio awimmint] pool and ton- 
nis court, Children welcome. 3 
bodroom,;$7|.1-$'/9fl. No pula 
allowed, lo view contacl reai- 
dont managof, 652-5633,
LADY FOR HOUSECLEANING. Hours 
to bo orrongod, Sidney area, 656- 
0271, _
SIDNEY FIRM requires rocep- 
llonisl/socrolory lo work 10 o.m. • 4 
p.m. lor local real oslole ollico, 656- 
3924 for oppolnlmonl. 4075-40
LbcAL ' ENWRONMENTM company 
requires cleaning parson twice per 
week lor sullo ol olflcos. Llgltl
Columbia 23
Beautiful sloop, excellent 
shape, super clean, sleeps 
4. 3 sails, Johnson out­
board, VHP radio, built-in 
cabin heater, head with 
holding tank and electric 
pump. Pulpit, lifelines, an­
chor package, cabin lights, 
navigation lights, lighted 
compass, extra's, Great for 






Lubricants for better per­
formance and fuel economy 
— less ; wear & 
maintenance. Engine & 
gearbox, friction ; reducing 
plating supplements 
chain.' lubes .-- non melt 
/waterproof gijeases; Used 
'/by(mine, 'logging; niarine 
- and •fleet'operators to iex- 
■ '.tend mquipmenL; life; and 
slower 'operating, .costs.' 
Technical data sheets 
available for inspection at 
these Sidney Dealers; Boat 
Owners — Sea Chest Sail­
ing Shop, 9732 - 1st St.; 
Bicyclists — Harvey's 
Bicycles, 2480 Beacon; 
IVIotorcycHsts — H & R 
Motorcycles, 9752 - 4th 
St.; Motorists — Andy's 
Auto Parts, 2412 Bevan St.
DUNLOP 5NOW TIRE, 5.60 x 15 for 
Volkswagen Beotle. Never mounted 
on wheel, $25 656-7910. 4056-40
IE COTEAO FARiS
Macintosh, Spartan Apples, 
hot house tomatoes, house 
plants, wallflowers and forget- 
me-nots for fall planting. Open 
daily 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
304 Walton Place,
. off Oldfield Rd. 
658-5838
Lost
Lost: Man's wallet containing money 
and valuable papers. Reward. 656- 
4417. 4061-40
FEMALE SIAMESE, dark Sealpoint 
onswers to "Coffee Bean.” Missing
from Old West-verling-Bryn Rd. area 
since Thursday September 13- 
Reward. If seen, call 652-1353 or 652- 
1566. 37
•‘68 DODGE POLARA, runs well. Some 
rust, must sell. Offers 656-0031. RTS- 
4 8 ‘ ‘
CANNING TOMATOES. 20 lbs. $7.50. 
Open Monday • Wednesday • Friday, 
1 p.m. • 5 p.m. Valentine Farm, 1828 
John Rd. 4079-40
ANTIQUE 1935 Ford 4-d6or Sedan 
restored. A-1 condition. Offers. Also, 
2 foot X 10 foot Shoe Repair neon 
sign. Phone 656-5155 or 656-7555 
Sidney^ B.C. no-40
' .F®t$ & ,
TIMBERTOTER SKIDDER $5,000.00 C4 
YATES PLANER excellent condition 
with blower $10,500.00' Belsoy/ 
planer 5 H P'. $600,00; 6 cylinder AMC 
power unit. .Complete ($1,500.00 
Phone 112-698-7633 Burns Lake, na-40
EARLY BIRD 
NEW ZEALAND RUG SALE
Tm aualitv.^ffljljfji was..
fuii^nined. :,Leg . straps, and surcingles, . All 
sizes- (regular $149,95. Horse sires now 
$123.95,-Super special on pony.and yearling 
sizes, $100.00 while quantities last. SHANKS 
SAODLERY,384-5011. ( -' J (4008-39)
EARNMONEYI SAVE MONEY! Learn 
Income Tax Preparation at home. For 
free brochure, no obligatin, write U &
R Tax Schools, 1148 Main Street, 
Winnipeg; Manitoba R2W3S6.. na-40 
ONLY $7,500 CASH DOWN ~ no 
( interest on balance (for 75 seat 
Licensed Dining room and 4 bedroom 
%-TMKc.-ahome-‘ .on''-'waterfront.‘ 'Lease with 
( : option to . purchase: Phone owner
' ll2-487-9225. : ' ' na-40'•
J
DETROIT DIESEL 6-7 IN, 4 valve, 
rebuilt to factory specifications, 
suitable for power base, ,180 day 
warranty, also 4-53 and 8y71. 
Kootenay - Columbio Heavy Duty 
phone 112-365-5t 11. ,na-40
CUSTOM FEEDING. Quality service at 
competitive rales. Added advantage 
of being near to > markets. Haney 
Farms, Picture Butte, Alberta. Phone 
. (403)738-4410 or (403)738-4344. ,42
COIN OPERATED GAMES BIJSINESS.
rapid returns, minimum .time 
demands, idea! part-time business.. 
Start small grow large! For complete 
information phone 112-987-6848 
anytime. Coll now! na-40
3 TABBY KinENS, 9 weeks old. Litter 
' trained, tree, 656-5363 . 4087-40
CAT DSC FIAT ALLIS 12GB. 3 yard 
Irock, Fiat Allis 745 4 yard rubber, 
soil processor 200 yard hour. Enquist 
Development phone 112-923-6568.na- 
40
4 PCE, WESTINGHOUSE component 
stereo system. Includes 2 speakers, 
turntable, AM/FM radio, mini 
condition $125 firm. RTS47
FOR HIRE OR FOR SALE, 2 off High­
way Trucks, '! - 1976 Mack I -.1981 
Mack. Phono 112-923-5104. na-40
THOMPSON VALLEY HEREFORD 
BREEDERS 12th Annual Breed 
Improver Sale. Saturday October 31. 
KXA Kamloops. 73 select purebred 
herofords, horned and polled, bulls 
and heifers. Show 9 a.m. Sale 1 p.m. 
For Information tl2-835-4605 or 112- 
374-3869. na-40
FUND RAISING? Is your club or group 
looking for unique and exclusive > 
ways to raise money? Write to Fred 
Jost, 228 8. 3631 #3 Ror-* Richmond, 
B.C. V6X 289 lor free ir.': '1.101100, na-, 
4 1 '■
CONTINUOUS EAVESTROUGHING 
completely set up and ready to go. 4 
inch gutter machine, 14 loot von, 
ladders and all tools required. 
Asking $8,000.00 Phone 112-376-1164 
Kamloops, B.C. na-40
HORSE PICTURE, 29"x23" $10; green 
shag rug 6‘x9' $25; girl's wintor-coal 
with hood, like new grey/blue trim 
size 10. $40: good tops and ponll 
cheap, 10-12. 656-3291 ■47R15
FREE STANDING ACORN FIREPLACE
In excel lent condition. (Harvest Gold) 
$150or best offor. 656-3794 . 40
2 SNOW TIRES on wheels from Dolsiin 
710. Size I65-SRI3, 40
^ MARINE SUPPLIES 
AND ACCESSORIES
lonllorlal services. Phono Mqrlo, E>S6. 
0127, 4040.40
l.'i,
WEST SAANICH ROAD. Well liend, 
impioviid huilcling lot, 2,3 acres. 
Pnsilhin wnletvltiw: fnll (20611142. 
1102?, RIS47)'
EXPERIENCED PARTS PERSON 
loqulrod lor oggrosslvo Ford 
diiolbrship, H you ore looking tor 0 
|ol) wllh 0 cliallengo toll us today. We 
Ihink you will ofi|oy living in our 
communlly In Cenliol Alboito. Phone 
Don Shylgoto (403)227*33l I Newittnn 
ford Mointry Soles, Innlifoll, 
Alhi»rhy_ _ . na'40
"Ooln
Repairs on all maMs, Inlioaiila, oiil- tf 
boaiiis, sleiriililvps. tf
• BMW MAIlIHE sMARINER OUT- tf 
nOAIlUS •MICIIIBAN WHEEL 3
•FEOEiiAL i'Udfelleiis •r.iiEfion p 
ALUM. BOATS sCIlFW A CHRIS E 
CRAF1 sRUTIERS CLINKER ROATS
Whef Is PANDORA'S CLOSET? Tho 
linesi Now lo-You fashions. Brought 
from Vancouver, Toronto, Ollowa. 
Dosignor labols, knits, parly drosaoi, 
wool coals, suits, mohoir Cope, loctil 









LIKE NEW light green quality nylon 
carpel 9x12, fringed on crncls wllh 
molchlng piece 3x6, Doth wllh till- 
dorloy, $150,652,3038, 4061,48
2 NEW DATSUN Wlnlor rodiols 





$1,000 PER WEEK 
TILE SOLD
Three bedroom family 
home on qiiiei sired in 
Sidney. Thcrmiil windows, 
electric heat, freshly 
painted, Owner witling lo 
arrtingr* nuirfgape
at I4.75'»/o for qualified 





IXcrtlENT faCElY TRtrOvluw lot In 
ttusv Oceon View eslirles subdivision 
In Molchosin. Priced lo sell. 652,3Q3B, 
4jl60;4B
UaWh,''/uHNisiltr?.
liedroom tondnmiriMims. Owmir will 
sell eight • one IwuHih shores, 
Roalslered llinlled porinetship. 
Death nnd gtill tninuitjs owriy, 
$20,000,00 Ctinailloti, Phone 112,921,
9I_^_____ ;... _____ _______.... ...... rid 40
too HOME l',i years, Quoilly 
torisiruclion, 5 'ones, lake hunl, 
southern exposure I'l storey, lull 
baienuini, 20 miles nmlh of Williams 
Lake WiO.000.00 of I3-. to March
I9n/j. A real dreom at $140,000,00, 
nil • 4 0
ELEVEN’’ACRE ■TA«M('''7im^^^ 
trees large fioifi Iqige workshop, 
lliiiie Imiltoom Ihhisij. Illiruiy. rock 
hiepIm'B. lurge kilihe, dlthwnsher, 
mr.)ilaai)« IS*. $115,000,00, Phone 
112,269,7455. no,40
IN tIDNIV, 1 hei'lfiiain, giciund level 
sude, Qvtillohiu iDcl, IS. All ulllHles
iri(Un!i-'), ts,i iimji,,iiii(iniiii Mill t.;,6‘
ft9fl6,oli«r6fi,in, (40H9 40)
i”"itOROOM’'HOME... ro("l'Hoie,
rireplnre, diopei, huidwood flnori, 
no f:fifp#f« hnnf A (V($
To r»liobl» moluiii (fniptw, 
No (lilldren, pnssihle imuH pel, 
Welerences. deposll, $575 p,m. 656 
4334 mornings, 40S|,40
PHOTopRAPMYl oln experlant# 
doing lonm pltolas. Wo will train you. 
Musi huvu 35MM lullux tomuiu. Hash 
nml cm, One hour piornings ami 
olleiiioons, two hours isvunings lor 
rvyo wnoks, Locol ossignmeni, Wrilii 
llesiwny Photo, 1699 Sherrldan. 
CaquHlqm, tl.C. V8K 1X2 _mi-41
CAREfAKii$"'wANT'Eb oTbenuidul 
McOlllivroy Falls, Anderson lake, 
11 C. Dcmdnhle couple, cabin provldeil 
$5!i0,00 morilhly. light duties ami 
sutuilly, write 27507 32A Avenue, 
mi-40
EKTiiEL)..... wilDf»$ icQuiFEO
inimmurn 5 years meg lahrluilltm 
expinleme on meihum gage nnd 
lopolOlve prrxiucllon work. Phone 
immoiflotely 112 n47,4,301, oiler 6 00 
p.m, 112,1147.9/74. _ no-40
II low Him In Fori tfelion, tl,C. Send 
ifisume lo Si hutk A Merrill. P,0. Box 




9751 - 4th STREET
650-441J
FRENCH DOOR, plato gloss, olfors; 
Single Simmons mullioss, good 
ccmdillon, $2S,656,0'265, , 4069,40
HIS AND HERS 5 speed bikoi, 
Cxcnllonl condlllon, $150 pair, 656,
,3254. ,, __ ______ 407';4Q
lilNCli DIAMEfER cuivoil; 2 lenglhs 
'20 H; 3 lenglhs 10 II; 5 coimecllng 
collars, 656 2144, 4073 40
WANTED IMMEDIATELY EX. 
PERltNCEO (lOOVMAN lu wmk In 
oula body shop by hour or tonirocl, 
Alsu fegulrod l.irsmseil Mecbtinle, 
Apply Thompson Neville Golden, 
II 0, nuiniM 12 344 6tllV, ipr 40
lOoENoT6?'71oi'l)m'’mr'ex,
peilunr.o? Ttolning ovoiloble («r 
sculplurod lingoinnil exlexislon. 
feililind irnminii tiiHInn Inx 
dedurilhle. Moleilols provided lor 
selling up ynur own builpesi. Beouly 
Nmls III Colllormo, Pbeme; days 463- 
5025, evenings 112,462 7774. no 41
2 PAIRS OIRIS' Dnousi skoles, illlis 
12 nnd 1, $20 uiid $25; tlHId's G,M. 
lovniisni. $25: umbrello siraller w||b
$7$ MO 4B94. ..... 4076,40
CMINeTe''handmade wool carpel 
9sl5. (.bompagnB color, $750, 652'
33R4.,:__.____ ........................
BLACKi’DE"ckER io"" rndioi orm law
to Increase Jan. 1, 1982
Don’t Let A Week Go By 
Without Your Copy!
Due ID inereiised piihlicaiiDiT ensis, we wisli lo advise iluil olfeclive 
.lannary 1, 19H2, /Niinual Suh.sciipiiDii Rales id The Siilne,y Review 
will be incieasetl I'rDin $10.00 id $12,00; iieeDDlingly senior eili/en’s 
rale will be $11,00.
Preseiil subscribers whose suhscriplion falls due prior lo l.)ecciiiher 
,i|si, 1981 may lake ailvaitiage ol' ilie tiki rales by renewiii!! liel'orc 














commercial duly, #3770,'3427 lyp.3,
*’ Hand $450, 656,7910, .... 405;,4U
UOV'8"'HAUioH bicycle, 'i spaad. 
Almost new. 65fr47 5L  
3"'iuBl9iR'’pROPANr$TOVE(’'l0 ft. 
piaparm boso with equallzei ond 
propane boiile. Exiellenl condlllnn,
$1)0, 652.3555. ____ ____
sTNorroiAii’ 4''x4' liid'ing wimlow 
lomplole $90; 2 valence boards and 
cur mill rods $35; 3 pictures In liniiws, 
Canadian scones, $5 oo, Inigo 
rlngbauie $25; I'nibenkes game $45; 
lien Hanfling bulther block $T50. 
656 6695, RTS 47
To renew or obtain a new .snhsciiption
Pleu.si.' rt'lciiliinie 656-1151
iJ FT. lURIRlOB MOTOR HOME,
ivrv, 42|UWU huIms, uu cuiiuilu.fi, (uul 
ond (roni, Sleeps 6. 4,000 wait 
oletfrlc pinni. 656-7770 01 478,3474. 
4081,411
lIVINOnOOM FURNITURE, like now; 
Alnil video gnn'ie wtib eleven giime 
rnrlrWoes. price new $900; osklng 
WiSO; 72 gni, oquuiium, 1100, (t!»6,
7746 nH«r6 p,m. _ .. „
lAlE... ATTTcA‘"'l4i$T6icAr'Tf0M^^
SUPPLIEI Is movina, oil Invenlory 
qnl nemrilltinn and salvage 
rnaleriiils, Mwnlb long sole ihtpugb 
Ocinher, 720 Mtitkef Streel, Vltlprlo, 










OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS ON NORTH 
VANCOUVER ISLAND. High volume 2- 
Island Gos Station with S-servico 
boys. 1-year old 2-bay carwash, bady 
and paint shop, and used car sales on 
1,3 acres. F.P. $449,000.00. Phone 
days 112-956-3321 evenings 112-956- 
3928. no-40,
WANTED: RESTAURANT TO LEASE. To 
own or monage with aptions. 
Excellent references, 25 years ex­
perience. Phone 112-376-7072. ttQ - 
631 Fortune Drive, Kamloops, B.C. 
V2B2K4.. no-40
PREPARE YOUR OWN TAX RETURN. 
Learn loopholes that will, decrease 
your taxes. Write U 8 R Tax Schools, 
1148 Main Street, Winnipeg, 
Manitoba, R2W 3S6 for free brochure.
na-40
TRADES I TERMS I Froser Valley
Kennels. Over 8 acres. Boarding, 
grooming, troining. Near freeway. 
Many business opportunities, Newco 
Realty, phone 689-1211, 815 West 
Hastings Street, Voncouver, B.C. V6C 
1B4. Roy Finlay Residence phone 112- 
298-5844. na-40
Coming
J.O. ANDERSON Mennonai Housing, 
7601 East Saanich Road, bazaor, 
October 17, 1 p.m. * 4 p.m. Crafts, 
boking. nearly new ond white 
elephants. Tea and door prize, ad- 
mission $1.25.^1
1ST ANNUAL CHRISTMAS CRAFT 
FAIR, Oct 5. 6, 7 & 8. Crystal Garden, 
713 Douglas St. Victoria. Over 70 
craft-people showing and selling 
handicrafts. Live musical en­
tertainment, free admission. Tea 2 • 5 
p.m. Hours Thursday - Friday, 10 a.m.
• 9 p.m. Soturday & Sunday, 10 a.m. • 
6 p.m. Info. 658-8825 or 658-8333. 43 
HARVEST BAZAAR. October 24. St. 
Elizabeth's Church, 3rd. St. from 10 
a.m. - 4 p.m. Books, Plants, 2nd Time 
Around Clothes, hobby crofts, classy 
junque, etc. Raffle: ‘’Pansy" quilt, 
"Scallop" pattern afghan. Tearoom, 
Lucky 7. 42
BINGO! Garth Homer Centre. 813 
Darwin Ave. (off Saanich Road). 
Every Tuesday, starting Sept. 29; 
every Wednesdoy, starting Oct. 7 and 
every Thursday, starting Oct. 8. 






2412 D Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 656-5551
CosstracloKB Excavating & Landscaping
I Plumbing | Upholstery General
.............. ...-...——-.-a I Tractor Work | I & i-aeacmg | .Services
COMMUNITY COUNSELLING CENTRE, 
(formerly Saanich Peninsula 
Guidance Assoclotion). Services for 
the family, individual, marriage and 
fomily counselling. 656-1247. 9813- 
Fifth Street, Sidney.______
PRESBYTERIAN? Would you like to
hove a Presbyterian service in Sidney 
on a regular basis? Phone 656-2895; 
656-1570; 656-2416.4034-40
WORKING MOTHER of 2 young school 
aged children would like to moke a 
loving home with o strong coring man 
she con respect on o form or ranch. 
Please send replies to P.o. Box 7045, 
Stn.''D'', Victoria, V9B 4Z2. 4043-41
. PSYCHIC READER in Tarot and Polms. 
Write problems and full date of birth 
with $10.00 to; 2633 East Hastings 
Street, Vancouver, V5K 1Z5. Phope 
112-255-3246. na-40
LEARN AND GROW with your child. 
Gordovo Boy Co-Op pre school is now 
accepting registration for 3 and 4 
year olds for September, 1981. Info, 
coil Brigitte Moore. 652-4523.^
See MAGGIE ft PIERREI Starring 
versatile Patricia Ootman in 3 roles 
of Pierre. Margaret and Henry, the 
reporter. Super show! Call The 
Belfry. 385-6815 and reserve now. 
Mony performonces already sold out. 
4_0__________________ _____________
SENIORS (60 or more) New to Sidney? 
Don't know anyone? The Silver 
Threads Centre offers classes, ac­
tivities and a worm welcome. Drop in 
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New Construction. Renovations 
Repair Work ... .
9883 • 7th Street
Licensed PlumDets 
Bill Jones Randy Palmer
Don’t be disappointed!. 
, Get your work done at
emtest.
50th Anniversary
LteiJl. Col. and Mrs Andrew T. La'w 
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary 
with an Open, House Seotember 27lh. Atten­
ding were fnends ana relatives at their son 
WITHOUT PARTNERS daiiphter-tivlaw s .home, 6688 Buena 
reunion dinner and dance, October 7,^'^^^ . (4070-40)
1981. Info or tickets, 385-0888, 477-—.I 'm -..... n 1 ti-- - ' ...... iri-
2311,386-3982. ________ 4C RECREATIONAL BASKETBALL, Open
FRIENDSHIP BAPTIST CHURCH to adult men & women. 1 night per 
sponsors James Dobson's film series week. Further info. Cliff Ruttan, 656- 
"Focus on the Family,” in Stelly'j 1439 or Gory Searing 479-4875. Small 
Secondary School, beginninc cost to cover gym rental. . 42
Wednesday, September 30 at 7;3t g^ROL IN BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB Fall 
p.m. Everyone cordially invited. Film'Course, by Wednesday, 
run every Wednesday from Sept. 3( q,., 7 ^ast chance for 12 year olds or
to November 4.________ ■ _____It over. Course is free, voconcies few.
PENINSULA MINOR HOCKEY ASSOC. Coll Morion, 652-31021: 383-1101. 40 
is having o donee Saturday
November 14 at Sooncho Holl, 8 p.hi dinner meeting, Tuesday
-1 p.m. Denny's Canned Music. ,3 5 Coachman Inn,
group. Info. 652-4766._______ _____4^ 229 Gorge Rd. E. Guest speaker: Ms.
VICTORIA HANDWEAVERS onnua Bev Sincloir, of CFAX. , 40
exhibition and sole, St. Luke's Pat's) PERSONS AGE 12 and up may register 
Hall, p821 Cedar Hill Cross R casuol and holiday work of








for your drain tile needs. 















2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.










Kcl)ihltiini;i’.\li,iusl si'stcjns. i'nr plr- 








9807 - 5th STREET 
SIDNEY, B.C.
to 5 p.m. Free admission. ___ ^_U tending, housesitting, garden help,
A. VEGETARIAN THANKSGIVINGchildcare, etc.) in the 6th. Bobysitter 
Potluck Supper will be held by the Directory. Directory covers Vic- 
V.I.V.A. Solurdoy, October 10 015:30 torio/Sidney plus entire lower 
p.m. Knights of Pythias Holl, 4th. St. mainland. Deadline is October 10th, 














food to shore, along with plates, cupSrGESAREAN BIRTH GROUP will- meer 
ond eating utensils. MusicaT en- Tuesday, Oct. 13, 7:30 p.m. Nurses 
tertainment and books for sale. Info. Residence, Royal Jubilee Hospital. 
656-6583. ’ . 40 Info. 479-6837.^ ’ 40
' AJAKiHOME-and?'
OFFICE CLEANERS
Windows - Floors - Carpets 






“From Fstirn.-Ue to 
In.stallatiun - 
Three Weeks!"














For your oloclrlcol consiruciion, iiddi 










REGU  FILLED 
ea.
NOW IS THE TIME TO HAVE YOUR 












(.ioi'criiMiCfir (■I'rtllicd tcilnii' 






7819 E.'Saanich Rd. open
SAANICHTON CENTRE) ^qN. - SATv
652-34i0 B a.m.- 0 p.m.



















HAVE YOU SEEN 
OUR “COFFEE SEAN”?
Missing from Old West • Verling - Bryn Rd. area since Thurs,, Sept, 
nth, largo, dark, epayed female Sealpoint Siamese. Needs 
medication. If Seen Pleaso Call;
652-1353 or 652-1566 REWARD
TIiornc'Lcnnon
ELECTRIC
ln1luMi1.1l - Ufi.iili'nii,il 
('tiiitmiTt i;il Wirinu 
I’mKm ,iiuI l.inu W.itk
QuiiIllV
Workinamsliip 





















w Factory Authorized Servi-Centre 
^EVINRUDE & JOHNSON OUTBOAROs)) 
MERCRUISER - BMC — VOLVO 
STERNDRIVES 
Also Servioe lor
HONDA & SEAGULL OUTBOARDS
merCrui/er
Mon. - Sat.




Trucking, ExcavaUpg and 
Backhoe work.,';:
556 Downey Road 








© b.ti'khoo service 
© plowing, cultivatin;;
& rotov.itin;;










Roltivnlmd, levnilirui, landscape 




Moss Removal & 





BACK FILLING • LOADING, 
GKPTIC TANKS 
FILTEH BEDS 
St'/JLft STOni/ OnAINCi 
• WATER LINES






r'eiice I’ltsls, Digging, .'ll) 



























‘lawns, sofid or sod 
‘Cemeni work 
‘rencinj;! '' ' ' 

















Service Residential - 
Commercial
"Bin or snuill. 
loe loill do them all."

















When did you last look m your 
valuable lamily and holiday liims’’ yvhy 
not give them new lile’’ I hey r.miiot 
be replaced bul Ihcy c.in be pioles- 
sionally cleaned, edited: hoi spliced 
and made lo look as new. Wnte loi lull 
details. Irce consultalion .iiid 
eslimale,
UNIT-ONE PRODUCTIONS
101 - 2631 Prior Slreot.
Victoria. VST 3X7
CARPENTRY
Specializing in new home 
















Quaiily Work - Free Estimates 
Finishing Carpentry. Renovations. 




Marine, Auto & Safety Glass 





lot 14 McDonald Park Rd









® 22 yetii's plumbing 
cxpei'iencL’ in Ji.C.
. • Special rates for 
pensioners 
; © New honies 
...©..Marine 4tj.^,yillati<in 
r 0 Coninierciai 
’© V\i teratibns '. '
?Ask for ‘Heinz’
II.C.: PLUMBING 
6o.: HOT,: WATER 
HEATINGXTD. 
FREE ESTIMATES
■ f 'SSG-STOS: '
24 Hr. Service
The Island
Shm ■vStipcrior.;:: vRehrigeration ■;
REPAIRS TO ALL 
MODELS
FRIDGES & FREEZERS 






2215 Oak Bay Ave.
JET-VAC
Fumaces, fireplaces,: duct 
work, chimneys, boilers, oil 
stoves.''/'::,
Residential - Commercial
T : ^ ' 'SAMv:^
“THE” ROOFER
Fur nil your ruiif'ing needs. 
SltitkesrSliingles, Tnr 





,1 10114 McDonald Park Rd.
■ TiTri''






CnII our classlliod dorjiirimonl lo'-sond your nd lo all 74 piipora in llto 
0.C, & Yukon Community Nrjwspnpor Asaoolitlion



















"AND IF YOU BUY MORE THAN ONE, I’LL GIVE 
YOU A GROUP DISCOUNTI"
c^quatjel #et Shop
DinOC AQUARIUMG : GMAU. AfilMAlG 
TROPICAL FISH - PET SUPPLIES 
Mon. to Thun. & Sal. 9:30 • B:30 
Friday 9:30-6
656-3314
Roaoon Piaia, 2337 Beacon Avoniin, Sidney
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Six thousand years ago, we are told, 
there was a fire brigade in China. Our 
ancestors assumed that if a fire was not 
immediately doused with water it would 
burn itself out. The Romans guarded 
against fire by ordering every house­
holder to keep buckets, syringes, hooks 
and mops ready. Pliny The Elder 
designed a simple siphon-squirt or 
syringe that sucked up water from a 
container and squirted it at the fire. This 
sipho was used during the Roman occu­




About 1548, a goldsmith named Anton 
Plater built a fire engine on wheels in the 
city of Augsburg. The angle of the jet 
was roughly determined by threading a 
short rod through a pair of holes in two 
supporting quadrants, and a short 
ladder was then placed beside the filling 
funnel at the forward end of the syringe 
barrel. With the ram inside the barrel 
wound back, the barrel was filled by 
buckets emptied into the funnel. The 
ram was then wound forward forcibly 
to create pressure that projected a jet of 
water from the nozzle.
2492 Beacon Ave. 656-1194
The English I.eyland truck shows the 
open “Braidwood” style of bodywork 
of 1911. Very popular in the early days, 
when there was a greater standardiza­
tion with the motor truck which gener­
ally formed the basis for fire apparatus. 
The typical fire truck had chemical 
tanks or pump just behind the driver, an 
open rear body for flaked hose, ladders 
hung on the side and side steps with grab 
rails. \
The gasoline or petro engine started as 
power to pump a horse-drawn outfit. 
The motor vehicle first came to be used 
in fire departments in the early 20th 
century. By 1907 trucks were carrying 
pumps, ladders and hoses. By the 
second decade, motor equipment was 
taking shalje.
656-1168
The model T Ford became one of the 
most popular fire trucks of small 
community volunteer fire companies 
during the period between 1908 and 
1927.
It was equipped with a ladder, spotlight, 
hand extinguishers and a small water 
tank, pump and 50 foot of booster hose. 
Today, many are still in small American 
towns as parade trucks.
In the early days in London, barrels of 
water were required to be kept outside 
or inside a dwelling. Organized fire­
fighting died with the Roman Empire, 
and was not revived for many centuries.
656-2712
mm
Three out of four fires are caused by; '
keep matches 
oirroF' .
1. Matches and careless ‘ ^ ^ cuudkeiss
^''.u-'u'-i ■ ■ ■ HANDS ' 'smoking habits
Careless discarding of lighted matches and smoking materials was responsible for nearly thirty 
' per cent of all fires from KNOWN causes over a ten-year period, A burning match, tobacco debris 
or a cigarette carelessly tossed aside may start a disastrous fire taking heavy toH of lives and 
property. :Remember, one little thoughtless act niay take your,home — even your life!
2, Faulty wiring and 
apparatus
One in len fires of KNOWN causes is of electrical origin, Circuits 
are designed lo carry certain loads. The blowing ot a fuse is a 
danger signal that the circuit is overloaded or doleclivo,
3. Heating and cooking stoves, otc.
One out of every tour or five tires is caused by faulty chimneys, flues, 
cooking or heating stoves, furnaces, carolessnoss will) fireplaces or 
hot ashes, or sparks on roofs, etc. Most frequent causes of destruc­
tive lire in heating plants or appliances are; sub-standard cqiiip- 
mont. Incorrect Installation and construction,' lack ol care in 














4. Korosone and carelessness
,,0ne In len fires Is caused by irareless use of koiosene, gasoline or other flammable fluids, and by 
carolessnrjss in handling candles, open lights, lamps, open gas lots, torches, otc, Pouiing, 
kerosene on wood or coal'llres is extremely dangmous
The present Sidney departirrent dales back to July, 1014 and provides pioioctiorr for thr; 
Sidney district on tire norflierrr end ol lire Saatrich Peninsula, The original ITrehall, built in itKTG,, 
was torn down after tho Second World War and lebuilt In 1948-49 and tlron reinodtrlltHt, in 
1964-65,
Rocioalicrn lacililios, offices and a new lower were includod in the seconif building cdage with 
linanrdng from lire Village ol Sidney along with volunteer labor. An unitiuo loatiiie of tho lirehall 
Is tlie wartime siren wlrich still alerts lirellgliteis of emergency calls and piaeiice sessions,
Equimont consists ol throe pumpers, Including a 1947 Merraiiy pumper, and a tanker, A 
roscuo vehicle and a Jaws ol life, donatod by tire Sidney Rotary clutr, are akso on the Driiiipmeni 
rostor.',',";
Out the pride of Iho department Is Old Betsy, a 1033 Foul whicli was eriginailY a Saanich 
gravortruck, Tho doparimonl outlified Betsy with a water tank and pump and il was the,main 
truck until 1947. During the early lOGO's Sidney fli('lighlt;rs solif the truck in the Melchosin 
doparlmoni with the condiiinn they emilrt buy II back il Ihe truck was foi sain, Oltl Brnsy was 
repurchased and she Is proudly shown nil during the Sidney parade.
Tho departmoht supports the liromeVs trrusciilar dyslropliy drivo, arid collects inys and food 
lor Christmas hampers,
Four of the mombors have been awarded Pb-yuat sot vice, medals (.Uriel BaliJwin, l,)e()uiy 
Chief fyliisclow. Hugh Loney and Peter Whllehouso. - ,
Sidney Volunteer Fire Department
13?
•ulf'-t .! TrUj/i,-- I '
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Most fires are caused by people. This means that many fires can be prevented 
by people. Here is a list of home situations that can lead to tire. Use this as a 
fire prevention check list tor your home. It could save you money, perhaps your 
life, . :
• Never smoke in bed, ,
•When sleeping, keep bedroom and basement doors closed.
• Keep the furnace clean and in good repair.
• Keep electrical appliances in good repair, especially cords and plugs.
•Look tor sparking or warm wall plugs or light switches,
• Keep flammable liquids in tightly sealed metal containers,
• Keep the basement, workshop, attic, garage free of debris, garbage and
storage build up,
•The
• Don't empty ash trays into waste baskets.
•Place portable heaters away from combustible drapes, rugs, furniture.
•Keep the kitchen stove and vent hood clean,
•Teach children about the danger ot tire.
When installing a sdlid-tiiel-burning tiirnace, fireplace, or stove, you must 
check with your local building inspector or the Local Assistant Fire Commis­
sioner, You will have to take out a permit before commencing work on the con - 
stiuclion, installation, or alteration ot any chimney, N.S, Municipal Hall, 
656-3918.
The cloaision to Ikjht a tiro yoursolf is a critical ono. Always got your family out 
of tho house lirst, and call the tiro dopartmont. Then il you feel, wittT a proper 
tire extinguisher, that you can snutt out a small blaze do so quickly, However, | 
don't linger if the fire starts to gei out ol hand. Get out ot the house,
Some special things to remember about detection and leaclion to lire, ■ 
•In a biirniiuj house stay close to the floor'while escaping, thereby avoiding 
climdly iLimos that are closer to the ceiling.
• Remember to have emergency numbers (tire, police, etc.) readily at hand to 
save precious seconds during a fire.
[ •Have family tire drills. Plan your escape routes (have more than one), and 
teach composure , , . panic kills,
•Remember that water causes a flammable liquid tire to spread or may result In 
electric shock if used on an electrical tire,
WE NEED YOUR HELP!
You can liolp us by ensurlntj that your house numbor Is pro­
minently displayod at ROADSIDE so that It Is visiblo DAY & 
NIGHT to ail omorgoncy vohiclos.
PLEASE HELP YOUR FIREMEN TO HELP YOU.
